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Abstract 

The importance of service level management has come to the fore in recent years as computing power 

becomes more and more of a commodity. In order to present a consistently high quality of service 

systems must be rigorously analysed, even before implementation, and monitored to ensure these 

goals can be achieved. The tools and algorithms found in perform ability analysis offer a potentially 

ideal method to formally specify and analyse performance and reliability models. 

This thesis examines IVlarkov reward models, a formalism based on continuous time J\iarkov chains, 

and it's usage in the generation and analysis of service levels. The particular solution technique 

we employ in this thesis is model checking, using Continuous Reward Logic as a means to specify 

requirement and constraints on the model. \Ve survey the current tools available allowing model 

checking to be performed on Markov reward models. Specifically we extended the Erlangen-Twente 

.\Iarkov Chain Checker to be able to solve l\Iarkov reward models by taking advantage of the Duality 

theorem of Continuous Stochastic Reward Logic, of which Continuous Reward Logic is a sub-logic. 

We are also concerned with the specification techniques available for Markov reward models, which 

have in the past merely been extensions to the available specification techniques for continuous time 

;\larkov chains. We implement a production rule system using Ruby, a high level language, and 

show the advantages gained by using it's native interpreter and language features in order to cut 

down on implementation time and code size. 

The limitations inherent in Ivlarkov reward models are discussed and we focus OIl the issue of zero 

reward states. Previous algorithms used to remove zero reward states, while preserving the numerical 

properties of the model, could potentially alter it's logical properties. \Ve propose algorithms based 

on analysing the continuous reward logic requirement beforehand to determine whether a zero reward 

state can be removed safely as well as an approach based on substitution of zero reward states. \Ve 

also investigate limitations on multiple reward structures and the ability to solve for both time and 

re\vard. 

Finally we perform a case study on a Beowulf parallel computing cluster using Markov reward 

models and the ETMCC tool, demonstrating their usefulness in the implementation of performability 

analysis and the determination of the service levels that can be offered by the cluster to it's users. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

\"ith computing becoming more and more of a commodity, users have come to expect a constant 

level of high service and availability. This has necessitated service providers to carefully manage and 

plan their implementation in order to ensure that the maximal service is provided to the consumer, 

while at the same time lowering the cost to the provider. The levels of service that can be offered 

often need to be determined even before implementation in order to be able provide performance 

and reliability estimates to users upfront so that these can be accounted for in the design and 

implementation of applications the user might 

The methods used in the past to determine service levels are extremely varied ranging from tested 

methods using models such as queueing networks to outright estimation. Some of the known 

problems [LibOl] encountered when determining service levels include 

• Lack of clear understanding of the objectives 

• No visible benefit 

• Unrealistic expectations 

All of these problems can be overcome through the usage of a clearly defined specification language 

that is easily verified. \Ve believe the close intertwining between Continuous Reward Logic (CRL) 

and ~larkov Reward :'lodels (}'TRM) provide an ideal solution to easily model a system, using a 

of techniques. and to verify that the requirements are met in a convenient and powerful 

manner. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

1.1.1 Service Level Management 

Service level management is defined as the set of of people and systems that allow the organisation 

to ensure that service level agreements are being met[Con03]. Perfonnability analysis methods and 

techniques can playa large part in ensuring that these are met by allowing the system UvC",,'!" 

to quickly and accurately gauge the performance and reliability properties before implementation. 

At the core of service level management is the service level agreement (SLA), a contract between 

two parties detailing the level of service one party can expect from the other. These SLAs are 

expressed usually as a function of performance or reliability, specifying definite goals. However the 

models these goals are applied to are often probabilistic in nature and may not be able to meet 

these deterministic requirements in every instance, although they may meet the requirements in the 

majority of cases. 

Formal methods based on continuous time ;\larkov chains have proven successful in assisting in 

determining service level agreements[KWA99, lVIA9S, . The emergence of performability logics 

coupled with the ability to perform model checking on models using these logics has added another 

dimension to perfonnability analysis, allowing systems to be specified and verified in a strict, formally 

defined manner. 

BUSiness ---.. Service -+- Network ---.. Element 
Management Management Management 

Figure 1: The Telecommunications l\lanagement Network Model 

In the telecommunications management network model[Con03]' shown in Figure 1, service man

agement is placed logically above the network and element management layers. While there is 

abundant research investigating the application of service level agreements on these lower levels 

lCFK+02, HW02], our research and investigation will be more concerned with the specification and 

verification of the systems properties not on those of it's individual components. This however does 

not mean that we can ignore the behaviour and properties of the components which reside in the 

network and element layers as the final behaviour of the system is ultimately an aggregate of the 

behaviour of these components. 

Figure 2 shows the service level management elements in a telecommunications network as defined by 

Bouilley, Mira and Ramakrishnan[mvIR02j. The area \vhere we "vill be focusing on is the off-line area 

on the left of the dashed line, which is analogous to the design of the system. This subsection 

of the service management process is the most relevant to us as it is during the design and SLA 

planning phase where the initial model will be determined. Once we have passed into the 

real-time SLA management phase the need for models and requirernents is diminished significantly. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 

Figure 2: Service Level Management Elements in a Telecommunications Network 

By taking adyantage of the various abstraction facilities in both CRL and ~lRM we will be able to 

shm\' the usefulness of MRI'vI in determining system wide service levels while still taking into account 

the behaviour of components on the network and element levels. To facilitate this we have extended 

the Erlangen-Twente Markov Chain Checker (ETMCC),HKl\IKS99j tool to handle Markov reward 

models and have also implemented a production rule )'IR.'\1 generator. 

1.2 Previous Work 

1.2.1 Limitations of Model Checking MRlVI 

Kateon et al.[BHHKOObj note that for the Duality Theorem(Sectioll 2.4.2) to be applicable the l\1RM 

can only have positive nOll-zero rewards. This requires any zero reward states in the MRM to be 

removed before any transformation can take place. 

Beaudry[Bea78] originally proposed an algorithm that would render every zero reward state absorb

ing. This is not always desirable as it can affect the performance properties of the model. Ciardo et 

al.[C:\lST90] devised an algorithm which would wholly remove zero reward states from the model 

which, \vhile preserving the performance properties of the model, can affect the logical properties. 

Our proposed refinement combines both methods by analysing the CRL requirement beforehand to 

decide whether the affected zero reward state should be removed or made absorbing. 

1.2.2 Performability Analysis Using CRL and MRM 

There have been a number of ease studies performed only .:'IIRM[ST88, QS96], however 

the relatively recent appearance of model checking algorithrns and tools has meant that there has 

been little practical use of CRL in performability analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4 

Despite being especially suited to the determination and specification of service levels the exam

ples and case studies performed using CRL and CSL that we are aware of[HKMKSOO, HKMKS99, 

HCH+ 02. YK::'-JP04] focus more on showing the correctness and performance of the algorithms and 

less so on the actual usage of CRL and :\IRT\1 in a practical setting. The relative scarcity of model 

checking tools available (which we cover in more detail in Chapter 3) when compared to the num

ber of tools available for the solution of continuous time T\Iarkov chains (CT~IC) and the lack of 

integration of these tools in larger performability analysis frameworks has also contributed to this. 

1.3 Dissertation Contribution 

In this dissertation we investigate the usage of MR?\I and CRL in the determination and verification 

of performability service levels. vVe observe a number of present restrictions on the model, logic and 

available algorithms used in the verification of service requirements. 

For the zero reward reward limitation we propose analysis of the CRL requirement beforehand to 

determine which states can be safely removed without affecting the logical properties of the model. 

\Ve also propose a method using substitution of zero reward states, a method which introduces error 

to the model which we quantify via simulation. 

We also show that due to the independence of nested CRL statements that it is possible to have 

multiple reward structures present in a MRM with no additional solution techniques needed. 

We demonstrate the usefulness of MRM and CRL in specifying service levels by performing a case 

study OIl a production Beowulf class parallel cluster. We successfully were able to use MRM and 

CRL to demonstrate the significant affect power outages have on the performability of the cluster 

as \ve1l as in determining the budgetary requirements of the cluster. 

1.4 Dissertation Outline 

The rest of this dissertation is laid out as follows: 

Chapter 2 introduces Markov reward models, Continuous Stochastic Logic, Continuous Reward 

Logic as well as the techniques and algorithms developed to be able to perform model checking 

using these formalisms. 

Chapter 3 investigates the currently available model checking tools, as well as the differing methods 

they employ in model checking perform ability requirements. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5 

Chapter 4 covers various available modelling formalisms and we investigate the ability of these 

formalisms to modelll..1arkov reward models. We also describe a simple production rule system 

to generate Markov reward models using a high level language interpreter. 

Chapter 5 tackles the limitations inherent in the algorithms used to model check Markov reward 

models. \eVe present two proposals to combat the difficulty of model checking with zero reward 

states. The ability, or rather lack thereof, to solve for both time and reward is also discussed. 

Chapter 6 covers a case study carried out on a Beowulf class cluster currently used by the Depart

ment of Physics at DCT. vVe investigate the usage of CRL and MRM in determining service 

levels, in terms of both performance and financial cost, we can expect from the cluster during 

it's current and planned future operation. 

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and we examine possible future areas of interest. 
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Chapter 2 

Markov Reward Models and 

Performability Logics 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we introduce the two fundamental concepts OIl which we rely in order to perform 

performability analysis. l\1arkov re\vard models are the modelling formalism we employ to model 

the performability properties of the system in question. To this model we then apply requirements 

specified using the Continuous Reward Logic performability logic. Both the modelling and require

ment components are based on known mathematical algorithms and analysis techniques and in this 

chapter we will detail these algorithms and their usage in the solution of Markov reward models. 

2.2 Continuous Time Markov Chains 

l\Iarkov Processes are a class of stochastic process, developed by l\Iarkov in 1907, whose conditional 

probability function is such that the probability of the process having a certain value is dependent 

oilly on what the value of the process was immediately before. l\lathematically this is expressed as 

P[X(t) = xIX(tn) = xn, X(tn-d = Xn-l,' .. , X(to) = P[X(t) = xIX(tn) = xn] 

The expression is known as the l"lfarkov property, and any stochastic process which obeys it is 

a l\Iarkov process. The property can be informally explained as saying that the process has no 

memory and that the future value of the process depends solely on the current value. 

6 
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CHAPTER 2. MARKOV REvVARD lvIODELS AND PERFORMABILITY LOGICS 7 

Figure 3: A simple Continuous Time ~larkov Chain 

With this definition we introduce the concept of a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). A 

CTlle is a ~larkov process described using states and transitions between the states and with the 

probability density function defined on the continuous real line (as opposed to Discrete Time Markov 

Chains which are defined at discrete time steps). 

We will define a labelled CTrvIC as a tuple (S,R,L) with 

• S: a finite set of states that the CTivIC can be in 

• R: S . S -> R, the rate matrix, which assigns to each transition a rate 

• L: S -> 2AP , the labelling function which maps to each state a label, comprised of atomic 

propositions with AP a finite fixed set of these atomic propositions. 

In Figure 3 we present a simple CTMC whose tuple is composed of the following 

• S {1,2,3} r a , 

0 

) R= d 0 b 0 
• 

0 0 o a 

0 d 0 0 

• L(s) s with s E S 

\Ve must note that in our definitions of CT~'IC we allow R(s, s) > O. This allows the system to 

occupy the same state before and after a transition is taken. This does not affect the transient 

or steady-state behaviour of the system but allows the usual interpretation of linear-time temporal 

operators [BHHK03]. 
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CHAPTER 2. MARKOV REWARD MODELS AND PERFORl.,IABILITY LOGICS 8 

If a transition exists between sand s' then R(s, 8') > 0 and the probability of that this transition 

is triggered within t units of time is 1 e-R(s,s')t. A race condition occurs when there is more than 

one state s' such that R( s, s') > O. The probability of a particular transition being taken within t 

units of time and being the transition taken before any other is taken is 

P(s,s',t) R(s, 8') (1 e-E(s)t) 

E(s) 

Where E(8) is the total exit rate from state s, specified as E(s) 2..:s'ES R(s, 8'). We also define the 

transition matrix P( 8, s') as R( s, s') / E( 8) as well as an initial distribution, a function Mo, which 

assigns to each state s an initial probability of being in that state. Formally Mo : S ---> [0,1] such 

that Mo( s) = 1. For certain cases of CTMC the initial distribution has no affect on the steady 

state of the system[BK95j and this steady state distribution is independent of all initial probability 

distributions. 

2.3 Markov Reward Models 

A ~larkov Reward l\lodel (MRM) is a CTMC with an associated reward structure. The reward 

structure, p, is a function that assigns to each state 8 some numerical p( s). \Vhen residing for t time 

units in state s, we acquire a total reward of p( s) . t. 

Figure 4: Simple client-server system and CTl\IC extracted from it 

In 4 we show a simple client-server system with two clients and a server. The server sends to 

each client a job to process. The clients fail at rate G, and are repaired at rate b while the server 

fails at rate y and is repaired at rate x. In Figure 4 \\'e also show a CTl\lC derived for this model. 
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CHAPTER 2. MA.RKOV REWARD MODELS AND PERFORIIL4.BILITY LOGICS 9 

In each state we specify what properties the state satisfies (ie s 1. cl - that 1 server and 1 client are 

available). To make the model a MRM we add the following re\vard structure: 

p(s) 

ifspc2i\sl 

if s p cl i\ sl 

otherwise 

(1) 

The reward structure is a simple one meant to model the amilability of the system. If we assume 

that each client processes one job per time unit then a reward of 2 means both clients are up and 

processing jobs from the server. From the reward structure it is also apparent that if the server is 

dmvn then no jobs are processed even if both clients are available. 

2.4 Performability Logics 

2.4.1 Continuous Stochastic Logic 

Associated with I\IR?\1 are logics which are used to specify desired properties of the system. The 

logics we \vill\ook at are Continuous Reward Logic (CRL) and Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL). 

CRL is a logic that deals purely with rewards while CSL is a logic that deals with time. The two 

logics are in fact sub-logics of Continuous Stochastic Reward Logic (CSRL), a logic which combines 

both reward and time. 

Syntax 

CSL belongs to the class of branching time temporal logics and is based on the pre-existing (equally 

named) logic CSL[ASSB96] described by Aziz et al. as well as using the probabilistic 'P-operator 

found in PCTL[HJ94). In CSL we extend these logics by applying bounds to both the until (U) and 

next (X) operators. The following define what is allowed as a path- and state-formula: 

• tt (the atomic proposition that is true in all states) is a state-formula 

• each atomic proposition a E AP is an a state-formula 

• if <I> and Ware state-fonnulas then so are their negation (-,<1» and intersection (<I> i\ w) 

• if <I> is a state-formula, then so is the steady state operator applied to it - S"Clp( <1» where 

:SI E {s:,:::} and p E [O,lJ 

• if ;: is a path-formula then the the probabilistic operator applied to it is a state-formula -

'P"Clp(;:) 
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CHAPTER 2. MARKOV REWARD ll,[ODELS AND PERFORMABILITY LOGICS 10 

• if <P and Ware state-formulae, then Xl <P and <P UI Ware path formulae, with I ~ 1Ft 

In usage S:gp (<P) states that the steady-state probability for a <P-state satisfies the condition ::Jp. 

Similarly, P <::jp( y) states that the probability measure of paths which satisfy y, also meet condition 

::Jp. The P operator can also be used to replace the CTL path quantifiers .3 (there exists) and V (for 

all). In most cases (there exists a path for which :.p holds) can be written as P>o(:.p) while V:.p 

(for all paths :.p holds) can be expressed as P?l(:.p). Due to fairness considerations these rules are 

not generally applicable[BK98]. 

Further CSL notation shortcuts include o<P and [J<p. o<P represents the path-formula tt U <P (i.e. 

eventually <P holds) while O<p is shorthand for ,O,<p (i.e. invariantly <P holds). 

Semantics 

Let M {S, R, L} be a CTMC with labels in AF. We define the meaning of a CSL statement by 

means of the satisfaction relation between JVI, one of its states s and a state-formula <P. S F <P 

iff <P is valid in 8. \Ve define Sat(<p) == {s E Sis i= <p} the the rest of the satisfaction relation as 

follmvs 

s f= tt Vs S SF<PIIW {=> SF<P/\S W 

8Fa {=:? a E L(8) sF S<::jp(<ll) {=:? n(8, Sat(<P)) ::J p 

.5 F ,<P {=:? 8F<P 8 F P<::jp(:.p) {=:? Frob'V/ (8, y) ::J p 

where ProbM (8, :.p) = PI's {a E FathM 10' F y} which is the probability measure of all paths starting 

in 8 which satisfy y. We can also define the meanings of the path-formulae in a similar fashion 

a F Xl <P {=:? 0'[1] is defined and 0'[1] F <P II ),(0',0) E I 

a f= <P UI W {=:?.3t E I s.t. a@t i= <P II Vt' E fO, t) s.t. a@t' F <P 

The use of CRL and CSL as separate logics, is more common up until now as verification of CSRL 

is numerically complex[HCH~021. The operators of CSRL as well as some examples of CSRL,CSL 

and CRL are shown in Figure 5. 

2.4.2 Duality 

CSRL has a property known as the Duality theorern~BHHKOOb1 which allows us to transform the 

r-.lRI\I in such a \vay that we can swap the reward and time constraints of the logic. The informal 

reasoning behind this is that we can regard the progress of time a..s the accumulation of rewards and 

the same in reverse. 
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State-formulas <P ::= a.<pI<p V <p IS::jp(<p)IP:',1p(cp) 

S:',1p(<p): probability that <P holds in steady state is ~p 

P:',1p(cp): probability that paths fulfill tp is 

Path-formulas cp ::= X)<pI<p u~ <P 

X)<P: next state reached at time tEl and reward with r E J and fulfils <P 

<P u~ W: <P holds along the path until W holds at time t I and reward r E J 

11 

CSRL: P>o.95(X!~o2~~lcl V c2) - The probability that at least one client is running within 20 time 
units and with a total reward of between 10 and 20 points is > 0.95. 
CSL: P<o01((cl V c2) UIO.lOO)(COV sO)) - The chance of failure (no jobs being processed) before 100 
time ullits is less than 0.01 percent. 
CRL: A sl) The probability of one server while we have accumulated 50 

less than 0.03 percent. 

Figure 5: The syntax and examples of CSRL 

From this we see that the verification of properties described in CRL do not need any other specialised 

techniques other than the ones needed to verify CSL, which we will detail in Section 2.5. 

This Duality theorem allows us to verify a CRL statement by transforming the statement into an 

equivalent CSL statement and then verifying this statement against the modified CTMC. Note, 

however. that the transformation is restricted to non-zero rewards (if p( s) 0 then R( s, S/) / p( s) 

will be undefined). We investigate this later in the dissertation in Section 5.2.2. 

To transform our MR.'vl into a CTMC that can be checked using CSL verification methods we do 

the following: 

1. Transform il.IRil.l M = ((S,R,L),p) into.!\II 1 ((S,R',L),P') with 

• R'{s,sl) = R{.s,.s')/p(S) - rescale transition rates by reward 

• pi (s) 1/ p( s) - invert the reward structure 

2. Transform state formula <P into <})-1 by swapping reward and time bounds: X) ---Y Xi and 

U~ ---Y uf 

The duality theorem then states: 

(2) 
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2.5 Model Checking CSL 

To begin model checking we need two components <1>, the constraint we wish to test specified in 

CSL/CRL, and Al the underlying CTMC that describes the system. A variety of algorithms are 

utilised in order to best ensure that a solution is found as efficiently as possible. The numerical 

analysis of CT:t\ICs have been studied extensively and numerous algorithms[BKH99, BHHKOOa] 

have been devised in order to solve CSL requirements. This section summarises the techniques 

devised in M~odel-Checking Algorithms for Continuous Time Markov Chain8 by Baier, Haverkort et 

al. [BHHK03j. 

The algorithms required depend on on the CSL operator being checked. For the X operator simple 

matrix-vector multiplication is used, for the unbounded U and S-operators the solution of linear 

equations is needed and for U2P the solution of systems of Volterra integral equations needs to be 

found. 

2.5.1 Non-Stochastic Operators 

For non-probabilistic operators the algorithms needed are the same as that for Continuous Temporal 

Logic[CES861, as CSL is merely CTL with added probalistic and stochastic operators. 

To check whether S F S:Slp(iI» we first need to determine the set of states. Sat(<1», that will satisfy 

our state formula <1>. This is using the following algorithm 

• Sat{a) is the set of states labelled with atomic proposition a 

• Sat(<1> V \II) is Sat(<1» U Sat(\II) 

• Sat(-,<]») is S 8at(<1» 

• Sat(:iX<1» is the set of states that can move directly to s E Sat(<1» 

• Sat( <1> U \II)is computed as follows 

SO Sat(\II) 

8 1 Sa U <1>-states that can move directly to SO 

S2 SI U <1>-states that can move directly to SI 

... 1mtilSk+1 = Sk Univ
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CHAPTER 2. ;UARKOV REWA.RD lvlODELS AND PERFOR1\IABILITY LOGICS 13 

Figure 6: A CTMC with BSCCs indicated in the grey shaded ares 

2.5.2 Steady State Measures 

When computing the steady state measure of a CT::vIC, it is quite often apparent that certain states 

\vill have a residence probability that tends to 0 as t 00, and so they become uninteresting when 

dealing with steady state measures. A bottom strongly connected component (BSCC) of a directed 

graph is a subgraph, that once entered, can not be exited from. By computing the BSCC of a a 

CT:\IC \ve can potentially remove a significant proportion of the states from consideration. Figure 

6 shows two such BSCCs in a CTYIC. Note that a BSCC can be composed of only one state. 

We can reduce any CTrvIC to a directed graph by treating states as vertices and drawing an edge 

from s to Sf iff R(s, > O. We can then describe the BSCC of a CTMC as a set of B, 

such that Reach(s) BVs E B where Reach(s) is the set of states reachable from s. A state swill 

satisfy S:,:!p(<I?) iff 7f(s, Sat(<I?)) :'9 p. 

Each BSCC, if separated from the original CTMC, describes a CT~IC which is also strongly con

nected. \Ve can thell use the fact that the steady state distribution for such a CTMC JiB is indepen

dent of it's initial distribution. The following equation describes how to compute this steady state 

distribution. 

Let M be a CT:\IC (S,R, L) with s E S,Sf c:;; S and a set ofBSCCs B(;\I/). As t -> 00 each path a 

will at some point enter a BSCC with probability 1. The probability of being in a BSCC is therefore 

the probability of entering it which we can express as 

{Prsa E Pathl3t S.t. a{t) E B} = {PrsO' E Pathla OatB Prob(s, OatB)} (3) 

The state probability of some state in B n S' is equal to the probability of eventually ending 

up in B multiplied by the steady state probability of being in a state in B n S' if starting somewhere 

in B. Using the law of total probability we can sum over all possible BSCCs and obtain the steady 

state probability of being in some state in Sf. Formally, this can be expressed as 
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CHAPTER 2. AIARKOV REWARD MODELS AND PERFORMABILITY LOGICS 14 

5') l: (4) 
BEB(Jvi) 

To check whether s F S::,::Jp (<1» we first compute recursively the set of states that satisfy <1> as well 

as the set of BSCCs of the CTMC under consideration. For each BSCC, B, such that S' E B 

and Sf F <1>, we compute the steady state probabilities to determine 7l'B(s'). These steady states 

are computed using standard techniques to solve linear equations that characterise the steady state 

properties. This linear equation is 

(5) 
sEB.s¥s' sEB 

where J['B is a vector of size IB!, except when B oS which implies that 7l'B(s) = 1. Also note that 

states not in any of the BSCCs have steady state probability 0, regardless of the initial distribution. 

The probability of eventually reaching a BSCC, B. from some state s is given as 

Prob( oS, Oat B) 
{ ~SiP(S'S').Prob(SI,oatB) if s ~=.~ atB 

otherwise 
(6) 

'Vhen the CTl\IC is strongly connected, a single BSCC occurs (consisting of all the states in the 

CTl\lC) and the entire procedure reduces down to solving the steady state probabilities for all 

<1>-states in the CT\IC. 

2.5.3 Probabilistic Path-Measures 

Unlike state measures, the path measures are characterised by properties which start in a certain 

state (or set of states) and only traverse paths which satisfy certain properties. As the basis for 

these measures we use Prob(s, cp), the probability measure for the set of paths that start in sand 

fulfill cpo 

Proposition 1 For the time bounded next operator (Xl) the following measure is defined. s E 5. 

interval I C;;; lR:::o, <1> a CSL state formula and E(s) is the total exit rate from state s. 

Prob(s, Xl <1» = (e-E(S).infI - e-E(S)'SUPI) • l: P(S,S') 

8 ' 1=1> 
(7) 
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The proof of this statement relies on the definition of Borel spaces over paths[BHHK03' and that 

the probability to take an outgoing transition from state s at some time t E ] is 

J E ' ). -E(s)'!dt ~s e. 
I 

I _e-E(s).supl (8) 

By multiplying the above result with the probability of reaching a c;6-state in one step described by 

Ls'l=<p P(s, Sf), we end up with the required formula. 

Using this result we can obtain the following algorithm to compute 5at(P(X<I'»). The set 5at( <1'» is 

computed, and from this set we then obtainSat(P(X I <1'») by testing whether s satisfies the probability 

p calculated using Proposition 1. 

The techniques used to model time bounded until (<I'> UI w) are based upon the same techniques 

used to model check CTL[CES86], specifically using fixed-point characterisation. Here we let] 8 x 

denote {t - xlt E ] 1\ t 2:: x} and T( s, s/, x) is the probability density of moving from s to Sl within 

x units of time. T(S,SI,X) is defined as 

T(s, Sl, x) = pes, s/) . E(8) . = R(s, Sl) . e-E(s)'x (9) 

The residence time in state s at x is denoted by ,e-E(s)x, Letting I be the set of all nonempty 

intervals I <;;; leads us to the following theorem. 

Theorem 1 Let 8 

The function 5 x I 

operator 

u:here 

n(F)(s, I) 

interval] c lR;?:o with a inf]. b = sup] and <1'>, W be valid CSL formulae. 

[0, Ij, (s,!) f--t Probes, <I'> U1 W is the least fixed point of the higher order 

n : (5 x I -; [0,1]) (SxI-> [0,1]) 

T(S,SI,X)' F(sl,! 

+ JoQLS'EST(S,SI, . F(s', I x)dx 

if s f= -,<1'> 1\ wand a = ° 
if s f= <I'> 1\ -,W 

ifsf=<I'>/\W 

otherwise 

(10) 

(11) 

A detailed proof of this theorem is found in [BHHK03] but \ve will informally cover the justifications 

for cases 2 and 3 here. 

If s satisfies <I'> 1\ -, W in case 2), the probability of reaching a state which satisfies W from s within 

interval I equals the probability of reaching a direct successor, s' of s in x time units, multiplied by 

the probability of reaching a W-state from Sl in the remaining time interval] x. 
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For the case when s <I.> /\ \[1, the path formula :.p is satisfied if no outgoing transition from s is taken 

for at least inf I time units. If state B is left before inf I, the probability is calculated similarly to 

case 2. Following from Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we can arrive at the following 

Corollary 1 For.5 S, and <1.>, \[1 valid CSL state formulae 

1. Prob(s, X<I.» = P(s, Sf) 

2. The function S -+ [0,1 L s f--+ Prob(s, <I.> U \[I is the lowest fixed point of the higher order operator 

e: (S -+ :0,1]) -+ (S -+ 1]) where 

8(F)('i ~ { : 

if s ~ \[I 

P(s, Sf) . F(s') if s <I.> II, ,\[I (12) 

otherwise 

The proof of this follows directly from Proposition 1, Theorem 1 as well as the property that 

X = X:o,'Xl] and U = U[o.ooj 

2.5.4 Numerical Analysis of CSL 

From Corollary 1, the results we obtain are identical to the discrete time probabilistic case [Bai99] 

and as such the model checking of formulas using of the form P <:lp(X<I.» and P <:lp( <I.> U \[1) can be done 

using familiar methods. 

The vector Prob(X <1.» can be found by simple matrix calculation P . 1<1> with 14> being a vector 

characterising the set Sat(<I.» such that i<l>(s) = 1 if s f= <I.> and zero otherwise. 

For the unbounded until formula, P1'Ob( <I.> U \[1) will be the least solution of the following system of 

linear equations 

± = p . ± + 1w where P(s, Sf) = P(s, if s \= <I.> l\ -: \[I and ° otherwise (13) 

In general this system of equations has multiple solutions requiring the application of Gaussian 

elimination or an iterative method such as the Power method or Gauss Seidel in order to find the 

least solution. 

Finding a solution to PTob(s, <I.> uro .. tjlJi has proven to be more troublesome. Initial algorithms which 

attempted to solve the system of linear differential equations that can be reformulated from Theorem 

1 prove to be unstable and computationally expensive. Using an iterative method to approximate 

the Prob(s, <I.> uro. tjW proved to have little advantage[HK:-"IKSOO]. 
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2.5.5 Transient Analysis of UI 

Katoen, Hermanns et al have proposed an algorithm[BHHK03] that reduces model checking require

ments containing Ul to the problem of calculating transient probabilities on the CTMC, a well 

understood area of study with available efficient 

First we note that transient state probabilities of a CT:\IC at time t correspond to calculating the 

probabilities of of path formula olt,tlat,f with initial state s. 

(14) 

this for arbitrary state formula leads 11S to 

7r~'v{(s, Sat(<I», t) = Prob''vI(s, <I» (15) 
s'I=<I> 

We now look at the general bounded until formula, P7'Ob(s, <I> Ul \l!), noting that intervals of the 

form [t, oc) can be treated as a combination of unbounded and and bounded until formula 

[I,=j [t,t] 

Prob(s, <I> U \l!) = L Prob(s, <I> U ats' . Prob(s', <I> U \l!) 
sl=<f> 

( 16) 

This is achieved by splitting the general case into 4 of bounded until formulae and showing 

how each can be reduced to one of two simple cases. \Ve introduce here transformations on a CTMC 

a CSL state-formula as a parameter. Given a CT:\IC Ai, we define M[<I>] to be M with all 

states that satisfy <I> made absorbing. \Ve will only concern ourselves with the first two cases as 

they are the most relevant pertaining to the types of measures we will use later in our case study in 

chapter 6. Full proofs for all four cases can be found in [BHHK03]. 

Case 1: Uo .t1 for absorbing goal states 

Consider the path formula 1/: = <I> U[O,t
j 

\]I with all \l! states absorbing. '0 is invalid when any state 

satisfying -,<I> II -,\l! is reached and all states reached thereafter are irrelevant, so we switch transition 

from M to M[-,<I> II -,\l!]. 

\l! is also absorbing, that is Ai 

holds and therefore 
[O,t] 

A-1 [\l!] and so if at time t we are in a \l! state, then we know 4) 

Prob.J'vJ(s,<I> U \l!) ProbM[~<f>t,~\jJ1 o[t,t1\l!) = L 7r-'v{[~1>/\~\jJ(S,slf,t) (17) 

s"l=w 

and this can be computed in the same way as \ve would solve (15) using standard techniques. 
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CHAPTER 2. IIJARKOV REWARD MODELS AND PERFORMABILITY LOGICS 18 

Case 2: urO I] 

For this case consider 1jJ = <I> U[o .. t] w with an arbitrary CTJ\IC M. If we reach a W state before t, 

then we need not consider any further behaviour of the system and it is safe to make W absorbing 

without affecting 1/;, reducing M to M[w]. This reduces the problem to (17). Also M[W][,<I>A,W] = 
M[,<I> V w] and so 

o .. t [o .. t] 

ProbM (s, <I> U w) = ProbM ['l1] (s, <I> U w) = 2:= 7rM[~<PV'l1] (s, s", t) (18) 
s"!='l1 

2.5.6 Uniformisation 

In order to efficiently determine these transient probabilities techniques based on uniformisation[BHHK03] 

are used. This transforms the CTMC into a corresponding uniformised discrete time Markov 

chain(DTMC), which characterises the CTMC at state transitions. 

For a CT;"IC M = (5, R, L) the uniformised DTMC unif(M) is defined as (5, P, L) where P is 

defined by 

P = 1+ Q for q ~ max{E(si)} and Q = R - diag(E) 
q 

Substituting Q = q. (P - I) in the Taylor-MacLaurin series results in 

where 

(Xl (.t)'. (Xl 

lI(ex,t) = ex· 2:=e-q·t -
q
-.-, -P' = 2:= ,(i,qt) 'lIi 

L 
i=O ,=0 

( . t)- _q.t(q·t)' 
, 2, q - e ., 

L 

(19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 

is the i-th Poisson probability and lIi is the state probability vector after i epochs in the DTMC 

with P determined recursively by 

1I; = 1I,-1 . P with lIo = ex (22) 

These probabilities can be computed efficiently using the Fox-Glynn[FG88] algorithm. However 

large difference in the orders of magnitude of the transition rates can have an adverse effect on this 

efficiency which we investigate in Chapter 5. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

The combination of Continuous Time IVlarkov Chains and Continuous Stochastic Logic is a powerful 

formalism for the specification and verification of dependability properties. The semantics of CSL 

provide sufficient operations enabling clear and intuitive specification of requirements. vVith the 

addition of the Duality theorem, a new dimension is opened with the addition of rewards allowing 

performability to be reasoned using CRL but ,vith little computational overhead. 

The algorithms developed to model check CRL requirements have progressed greatly in the last five 

years allowing for the efficient and numerically stable calculation of solutions. These algorithms 

have been implemented in the ETMCC tool, ,vhich we will cover in Chapter 3, allowing for practical 

results to be attained. 

There are however a number of factors and limitations to take into consideration when dealing with 

CRL and l\IRl\l and we will explore these in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

Model Checking Tools for 

Performability Logics 

3.1 Introduction 

In recent years a number of tools have been developed to enable the efficient model checking of 

complex systems. r..Iodel checking tools follow the standard hierarchy of performance evaluation 

tools as shown in Figure 7. 

Performance Evaluation .. ~----
Empirical Methods 

----.._,..io.. 
Model Based Approach 

/ 
Discrete Event 
Simulation 

Mathematical 
Analysis 

Figure 7: A hierarchy of performance evaluation techniques 

I\Iodel checking falls under the model based approach, but tools based on both the discrete event 

simulation and mathematical analysis paradigms are available. 'I'Ve will primarily look at two tools: 

ProVer, a model checker based on simulation and ETMCC, which uses mathematical techniques in 

order to perform model checking. 

20 
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CHAPTER 3. MODEL CHECKING TOOLS FOR PERFORMABILITY LOGICS 21 

Each of the two techniques has it's own advantages and disadvantages. Discrete event simulation 

is universal, and can be applied to any model type or formalism. However the computing time 

needed to obtain results from simulation can prove to be too excessive. !Vlathematical analysis can 

significantly cut dmvn on the execution time needed by taking advantage of the mathematical and 

statistical properties of the model, but these properties may only apply in select cases. 

3.2 ProVer 

Developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, ProVer is a model checker which uses Monte Carlo simu

lation and statistical hypothesis testing to check \vhether requirements, expressed in CSL hold on a 

modeL By using simulation, ProVer can solve a much larger class of problems, however it can not 

guarantee the validity of the results as other mathematical methods can. The authors of ProVer 

have however been able to guarantee that the error can be bounded[YS02]. \Ve outline the method 

Pro Ver uses to do this in the next two sections. 

3.2.1 Acceptance Sampling 

Suppose s is a state in a Markov chain and if> is a CSL expression that can be applied to that state. 

Let Ho be hypothesis that if> holds over s and HI the hypothesis that if> does not satisfy s. We wish 

to guarantee that the probability of a false negative, where we accept HI when Ho holds, is less 

than () while the probability of accepting a false positive is less than 

Figure 8 shmvs a graphical representation of a possible sequential test used in acceptance sampling. 

A number of samples are taken and the number of positive samples out of the total samples is noted. 

Depending on which threshold the graph crosses the hypothesis is either accepted or rejected. 

Figure 8: A simulation being tested using acceptance sampling 
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3.2.2 Restricting Error 

To determine whether sampling should continue, we use a third hypothesis \vhich represents indif

ference, that is we are unsure of whether Ho or HI hold. If <t> is a CSL formula of the form P2:oCtT!) 

that we wish to check against some state 8. If p is the actual probability of \If holding over all paths 

starting from s then if p :.:: B then <P holds in s. 

We then wish to test p :.:: e against p :S e hO\vever in order to be able to freely set values for a 

and ,6 we need to relax the hypothesis. We introduce an indifference region of 2 . A, with p :.:: () + ,\ 
being Ho and p :S B + A being HI. Let H2 represent indifference and it will hold if p is within the 

indifference region. The follmving can then be guaranteed by an acceptance sampling test 

PT[Ho holdsJaccept HI~ :S a 

PT[H1 holds V H2 holds] :.:: 1 .- a 

PT[H1 holds] :S j3 

PT[Ho holds V H2 holds] :.:: 1 - ,6 

If Ho holds then <P is true and if HI holds then it is false. However if H2 holds we are still unsure 

of the truth value of <P. However if we are in the area of indifference and p is close enough to () then 

it does not matter whether it is above or below B. If Hz holds and we accepted Ho, then we can 

reason that <P is true. <P will be false if we accept HI. From this we can then determine the desired 

error bounds to be 

Pr~<Placcept H]] :S Q 

Pd<Piaccept HOl :S j3 

Younes and Simmons extend the above strategy to handle cases where \II is composed of nested 

operators as well as covering both path and state formula of CSL. We refer the reader to their 

paper[YS02] for a more detailed explanation. 

3.2.3 Implementation of ProVer 

ProVer is implemented in and at the moment is a text only application. Models are specified 

using a stochastic process[You03] definition language based on PDDL, a language used for deter

ministic planning, which allows for the state-space of the model to be generated at execution time, 

saving disk space in cases where the model size becomes unwieldly. 

Pro Ver also has yet to fully support all operators in CSL and still lacks the ability to handle the 

S-operator and unrestricted U and X-operators. 
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Because there is no guaranteed upper bound for the number of samples that need to be taken to be 

able to verify a CSL requirement, Younes and Simmons suggest following Wald's[\VaI45j proposal 

of setting an upper bound so that most error bounds are still respected. However from experience 

it seems that in most cases the number of tests needed for a simple CSL formula is relatively low. 

Only when we are checking a requirement of the form P?e( 1> U:=::t w) where both 1> and W contain 

nested CSL expressions, do the numbers of samples become high, but requirements of this form are 

not typical. 

In terms of performance Younes, Norman et al[YKNP04] have shown that statistical model checking 

techniques tend to be quicker than numerical tools when loose accuracy bounds are set. This allows 

them to be used quickly in the initial stages of the design when the accuracy requirements of the 

model are still quite small. As the need for accuracy grows in the finals of the design of the 

requirements of the model, tools based on numerical methods can then be used to determine the 

whether requirements are met with greater accuracy than the statistical based tools. 

3.3 ETMCC - The Erlangen Twente Markov Chain Checker 

Developed jointly by the Universities of Erlangen (Germany) and Twente (Ketherlands), ETMCC[HK1IKS99, 

HK;-,IKSOO] was one of the first model checkers developed for the purpose of model checking con-

tinuous time ~Iarkov chains. Initially developed to check CTJ\IC using Continuous Stochastic Logic 

(Section 2.4) it has been extended to be able to use other yariants such as aCSL[HKMKSOl] and 

by us to handle Markov reward models and the corresponding Continuous Reward Logic which we 

detail in Section 3.3.3. \Ve have discussed the various algorithms and techniques ETMCC uses in 

Chapter 2. 

3.3.1 Tool Usage 

On startup the user is presented with user interface in Figure 9. From here the user can either 

construct a model by loading the various component files of the model or load a previously defined 

project. 

In it's default CSL run mode, ETMCC requires two files in order to construct a model, the transition 

( . tra) file and labelling (.lab) file. Currently the format of the tra-file is the same as the output 

generated by the TIPPTool[Hl\196], a process algebra specification tool developed at Erlangen. 

Labelling files are simple text files comprising a declaration of atomic propositions followed by a 

listing of each state and the atomic propositions which it satisfies. 

Currently ETl\ICC can run in three modes: CSL, aCSL and CRL (implemented by us). As men

tioned earlier the default mode is CSL but by including either a -acsl or -crl runtime flag on the 
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tumntPlo,..uu 

Figure 9: ETMCC on startup 

Figure 10: Loading of files including reward is supported 

command line the tool will run in either aCSL or CRL mode respectively. In each of these modes 

various classes in ETMCC are replaced by classes written to handle the chosen formalism. In Figure 

10 we see how the load file menu is changed when the CRL flag is set at run time. 

Once the transition and labelling files are loaded , all that is left is for the user to specify the 

requirements on the model. This is done with the CSL property manager pictured in Figure II. 

The property manager allows the user to easily specify syntactically correct requirement. Once the 

user has specified the requirements for the model the requirements can be tested and the results are 

output to log files. 

3.3.2 Tool Structure 

Figure 12 shows an overview of the underlying architecture of ETMCC. 

The tool is divided into five separate sections. The core of the tool is the numerical engine which solve 

system of linear equations and Volterra integrals , dependent on the CSL requirement being checked. 
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Figure 11: The CSL property manager 

Figure 12: Overview of ETMCC structure 

It is complemented by the analysis engine which uses graph theory techniques and algorithms to 

reduce the size of the state-space when dealing with CSL path formulae as well as computing the 

BSCC when steady state properties are checked. 

The state space manager is responsible for the storage and manipulation of the state space and uses 

sparse matrices to combat potential state space storage size problems. The state-space also allows 

for different model types to be loaded by taking advantage of Java's dynamic class loading. The tool 

driver controls the model checking process, parsing the CSL requirements and calling the analysis 

and numerical engines where needed. 

3.3.3 Implementing Reward Model Checking 

Due to the nature of Duality(Section 2.4.2), implementation of the ability to handle rewards in 

ETMCC was relatively trivial. The original authors of ETMCC in their design and implementation 

of the tool made sure to allow for further extensions to the models the tool can handle. 
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In our case the changes needed to the tool were only needed in the IO subsystem of the tool. Our 

T\IRT\I generation tool, produces a simple file of the form 

STATES 1001 

TRANSITIONS 2998 

1 0.250000 

2 0.500000 

3 0.750000 

1000 250.000000 

1001 0.000001 

1 2 0.083333 

1 1001 0.000342 

2 1 0.000046 

999 1001 0.000342 

1000 999 0.022831 

1000 1001 0.000342 

1001 250 0.041667 

The file begins with two declarations defining the number of states and transitions in the file. 

Immediately folJmving that is a listing of each state and the reward assigned to that state. Following 

the reward declaration is the listing of the transitions, with the originating state given first, followed 

by the terminating state and then the transition rate. 

vVe modified the already existing CSL model parser class, by extending it to first read in the reward 

declarations, storing them temporarily. Then when each transition is read in, the rate for that 

transition is divided by the reward associated with the originating state. This modified transition is 

then stored in the state space manager. The result is that ETl\ICC can now reason about rewards 

(but not the time) of a MRl\1. 

This procedure required the modification/addition of only 2 classes in ETl\lCC out of the 162 classes 

that comprise the tool. CSL and CRL also share the same syntax for their requirements so we can 

use the CSL property manager as is to specify CRL requirements further cutting down on the code 

needed to be able to handle l\.-lRM. Univ
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3.4 Other Tools 

\Yhile the model checking of continuous time !-.Iarkov chains is undoubtedly a new field a number 

of tools are under development at institutions around the globe. 

3.4.1 PRISM 

Developed at the University of Birmingham, PRISi\I[KNP02j is a model checker for CTl'vlC as well 

as i\Iarkov decision processes. Developed in a mix of Java and C++, it allows models to be specified 

in a language based on the reactive modules formalismfAH99]. 

It uses the same general approach to the solving of CSL requirements as ETMCC and in many cases 

uses the same algorithms and techniques. 

3.4.2 Sl\1ART 

S!-.IART[Ci\I96] is a tool using both simulation and numerical techniques in order to solve a wide 

yariety of problems. It uses a strongly typed language which allows the lIser to construct models 

that are equivalent to stochastic Petri nets, although Ile\V modelling formalisms such as queueing 

networks can be added to the tool. 

Si\IART also has the advantage of being able to distribute it's processing amongst various worksta

tions which is especially useful when simulation is being performed on a single model with many 

different parameters. It also allows for parallel state space generation. 

'While not originally designed to do model checking, later versions of Si\IART have added the ability 

to model check models using a logic expressed in Computation Tree Logic, which forms the core of 

CSL. 

3.4.3 Performability Analysis Tools 

Besides the specialised model checking tools listed a number of other tools are also available for 

performability analysis. Haverkort and Niemengeers[HN96] have surveyed a number of these tools 

\vhich have been developed in the last two decades. At the time the paper was written (1996) 

they noted a shift from low level formalisms, such as plain 1\larkov reward models, to higher level 

formalisms such as Markov reward models, Petri Nets and Queueing Networks, which we will discuss 

in Chapter 4. This has continued with the emergence of model checkers where requirements can 

now form part of the model providing additional expressive power. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

We have presented a number of tools that are able to model check CSL requirements against con

tinuous time :\larkov chains. The advantages of each technique, \vhether it is the ease of finding a 

solution using simulation or the concrete answers attainable from mathematical analysis, must be 

weighed carefully against the disadvantages. 

ETl\ICC, while still being a prototype, is quite mature and is easily extensible with a well documented 

interface and the ability to handle multiple input formats. For those investigating models comprising 

~Iarkov chains and who wish to take full advantage of CSL operators ET1'.ICC \vould be the preferred 

choice. \Ve use ETI\ICC extensively in our case study performed in Chapter 6. 

ProVer, while being a tool with much fewer features, still has some interesting application areas 

thanks to it's ability to model semi-Markov and generalised semi-I\larkov processes due to it's use of 

simulation. \Ve also see an exciting combination of both numerical and event simulation techniques 

which \ve detail in Section 7.2.2. 
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Chapter 4 

Specification Techniques of Markov 

Reward Models 

4.1 Introduction 

The usage of :"IKVI as a technique for performability analysis has led to a large number of pUblications 

dedicated to the various solution techniques available, \vhich we covered in Chapter 2. However there 

has been a lack of focus on the specification and modelling techniques of MRMs using higher level 

formalisms, mainly due to the fact that the various specification techniques used to model CTMC 

can be applied to MRJ\I with Uttle or no modification. 

In this chapter we summarise the findings of Haverkort and Trivedi's exhaustive survey paper Speci

fication Techniques for Markov Reward Models[HT93]. We pay speeial attention to Production Rule 

Systems and demonstrate the ease with which a usable system can be implemented by taking ad

vantage of the features found in a suitable high level programming language to significantly reduce 

code size and implementation time. 

4.2 Specification of Markov Reward Models 

Haverkort and Triyedi put forward three requirements on the usage of specification techniques as 

applied to :"IR:\Is. These are 

• User-oriented requirements 

• Requirements with respect to tools 

29 
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• Classification criteria for specification techniques 

4.2.1 User-oriented requirements 

'User oriented requirements, as the name suggests, are requirements on a specification technique to 

enable the end user to specify a model "with greater freedom and without an excess of complexity. 

The designer or engineer working on a model is primarily concerned with the solution to the problem 

presented, and should not be concerned with the techniques that were used to find that particular 

solution. 

Modell 

.............................. ........ ,. ................ ~ ..................... ~ ....... -~~ .. -.. ~~ .. .. 
: : . . 

Figure 13: The analytical and modellers representation of a system model 

The system designer need not even be aware of the underlying model. This underlying model, called 

the analytical representation[BdS"YI87] , is a representation of the problem that can be directly solved 

via the various numerical techniques. The representation of the model used by the designer is the 

rnodellers representation. The relationship between these two models is shown in Figure 13. From 

Figure 13 the cyclical feedback nature of the relationship, common in a variety modelling techniques, 

is quite clear. 

The modellers representation should also encompass the measures of interest. In our usage these 

measures are expressed in CSL which while being separate from the model representation of the 

system are still an integral part of the performability analysis process. 

4.2.2 Tool Requirements 

Any software tool to generate and solve r-.iIRr-.ls will by definition be complex. Therefore a modular 

approach to the design of such tools is highly favourable. This approach allows the tool to be 
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open ended, to easily support ne\,;; data formats and to extend itself to take advantage of any new 

solution techniques. While in the past tools were built for efficiency using compiled languages such 

as C/C++, with the rise of relatively cheap value of powerful processors (thanks to Moore's Law), 

these days it is much more beneficial to write tools in higher level languages. 

The tools we discussed in Section 3.3 such as PRISM[KNP02] and ETlvICC[HKMKS99] are now 

written in languages such as Sun Microsystems' Java. \Vhile these languages carry a computa

tional oyerhead, their modular, object oriented nature and extensibility provide a large advantage. 

The speed afforded by processors today makes the processing overhead of these languages almost 

negligible. 

A complex specification should also be able to be broken up and each component entered separately 

in to the tool. The CT:\IC, labellings, performance measures and other components should be as 

independent as possible to allow for as much model reuse as possible. 

4.2.3 Classification Criteria 

We list the following criteria for classifying specification techniques for i\IRl\I 

Domain-orientedness: Is the specification technique valid in only one particular domain? Is it 

based on specific rather than general assumptions? 

Class of measures that can be supported: Certain specification techniques might not be able 

to support the measures we are interested in. 

l\1odelling freedom: Does the specification technique force the designer to construct structured 

lIlodels due to a number of constraints? 

Structuredness: Does the specification technique allow the designer to construct "free form" mod

els or are models restricted to a hierarchical structure? 

Abstraction from underlying mathematical model: To what extent is the analytical model 

hidden from the designer? Is knowledge about the analytical model and the techniques used 

to solve it required to model the system accurately? 

Degree of completeness: How well does the specification technique support all possible rvIRMs? 
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4.3 Specification Techniques 

4.3.1 Stochastic Petri Nets 

Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) were originally developed for the performance and correctness analysis 

of systems but have found increasing usage in other areas. 

SPNs consist of three components, a set of places P, a set of transitions T and a set of arcs A. 

Places are not connected directly to other places but are first connected to a transition via an arc. 

Each place contains one or more tokens, which can increase or decrease over time. The distribution 

of tokens oYer the places is called a marking, with each distinct marking analogous to a state in a 

CT!\IC. 

Inpc:t Place 

F:'llDC 

Figure 14: Firing of a transition 

A place which has an outgoing arc to a transition is said to be a input place of that transition, while 

a place that has an arc incoming from a transition is an output place. When all of a transitions 

input places contain at least one token, that transition becomes enabled and may be fired. Firing 

of a transition removes one token from each input place and produces a token in each output place. 

Figure 14 shows this firing, after which the transition becomes disabled. 

The rate of firing of the transition is usually assumed to be an exponentially distributed, and with the 

initial marking of an SPN known, all subsequent markings can be computed as long as the number 

of tokens in each place is bounded. When more than one transition is enabled, a race condition is 

reached with each transition firing according to a exponentially distributed random variable. 

The rewards can then be obtained as a function of the markings of the SP)J. The final SPN and 

reward structure is referred to as a Stochastic Reward Net [;"ICT94, BCC+92] which is a useful 

formalism for specifying reliability measures. Finally the labellings for the Markov chain are derived 

from the labellings on the places in the SP N. If a token is present in a place then the labelling on 

that place is also assigned to all states in the underlying ~larkov chain whose markings include the 

token. 
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In terms of structuredness, SPN are extremely free form, allowing the user to construct models that 

are not as limited as other formalisms, such as queueing networks. However this can lead to extremely 

complicated diagrams which obscure the model. This has lead to a number of extensions being added 

to SPNs. such as colored Petri nets and inhibitor arcs[BK95], which simplify the modelling process 

significantly. The unstruct.ured nature of SPN also affects the domain oriented ness , allowing them 

to be applied to a wide range of problems in many problem domains as well as giving them a high 

leyel of completeness. 

For the case study we will perform in Chapter 5, we are looking for a formalism that is more 

structured than SPN, that can easily be modified especially when dealing with large models. When 

dealing with large complex SPN models, the effort needed to change large sections of the model 

can be quite tedious. Researchers have even begun to construct mappings between SPN and other 

higher level formalisms[BD:'I021, in order to reduce the disadvantages of using SPN while still taking 

adyantage of it's advantageous correctness verification properties. 

4.3.2 Queueing Networks 

Queueing networks is a formalism that is often used to model and analyse communicating systems. 

They are quite intuitive in use, and can represent certain systems much more closely than other 

modelling formalisms. They are well suited when dealing '.vith capacity planning and service time 

analysis :FF97]. 

QNs are comprised of hvo resources, queues where jobs (or customers) are accumulate and servers 

where they are processed. Servers are dependent on jobs being available and as long as a queue 

has jobs ayailable those jobs will eventually be processed . .]obs can have differing classes which can 

affect the order in which they are processed as queues need not be purely FIFO but can be sorted 

on priority. Servers however will process jobs on a first-come-first-seryed basis. Figure 15 shows a 

simple queueing network involving 2 servers removing jobs off a queue and processing them. 

If we set each queue to be a finite size and each servers service time to an exponentially distributed 

distribution then we can extract from the QN a l\Iarkov chain which models the behaviour of the 

queue. A state is represented by a vector with each entry in being another vector listing the different 

job classes at each queue. This is similar to the equivalence bet\,,'een markings of an SP~ and states 

in the underlying Markov chain. Figure 16 shows the Markov chain extracted from the QK specified 

in Figure 1.5 with the coordinate in each state representing the number of jobs in each queue. 

From Figure 15 the highly structured nature of the .Markov chains extracted from QNs is apparent. 

Unlike SPNs, the modelling freedom of QKs is quite limited with the llser having little ability to 

place exceptions to certain states being generated or restrict transitions between states. If we wish 

to foclls 011 the dependability of a system where components fail during the course of operation it 
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Queue1 Server1 

Server2 

Figure 1.5: A sample queueing network 

Figure 16: A Markov chain derived from Figure 15 

would be extremely difficult to model with QI\'s and while being possible, would produce a model 

that is not very intuitive or representative of the system at first glance. 

'Vhen assigning state labellings QNs do have some apparent advantages as there is an almost inherent 

abstraction of state labellings in the QN. If we look at Figure 15 we initially have two apparent 

labellings, Queue1 and Que~le2. However each of these needs to be divided further to represent the 

number of states in each queue, so Queuel would now be split Queue1-1,Queuel-2 and Queuel-3. 

However we do not lose any abstraction by removing Queuel and Queue2 as we have also defined 

labellings on the server. 'Vhen Serverl is satisfied then all the labellings on Queue1 are satisfied 

as well. We find then that it is quite straightforward to extract labellings from the initial QN 

specification, with labellings on the queue applying to single states and labellings on the server 

providing labellings that serve as an abstraction over a number of states. 

To complete the specification of a MRi\1 from a QN we ,vill also need to assign a reward structure 

to the QI\'. One apparent advantage of using QNs to model l\IRl\1 with is the variety of reward 

structures we can assign to a single model. There are a number of properties available at all possible 

states of the model that are suitable to be considered as reward measures. A reward structure can 
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be constructed out of any combination of measures observing the number of servers active, number 

of full or empty queues, number of jobs of a certain class in a specific queue, number of jobs in all 

queues and so on. 

In terms of the criteria laid out by Haverkort and TI'ivedi, Ql\"s are quite domain oriented and 

restricted in flexibility for modelling. However they provide a significant degree of abstraction from 

the underlying 11arkov reward model and for certain problem domains are more suitable than other 

formalisms. 

While the Q:'-J formalism seems better suited to our interests than SPN, the strict limitations and 

domain orientedness lead us to conclude that for the purposes of modelling the performance require

ments of a system we are interested in, that they are not suitable. 

4.3.3 Production Rule Systems 

Of all the formalisms for specifying MRM, production rule systems (PRS) are the most general, 

having no restrictions on the type of measure which they can model. This modelling freedom, while 

seemingly advantageous at first can lead to problems when modelling which we identify in this 

section and section 4A. 

A PRS is a formalism based on placing a number of conditions on states and then checking whether 

or not these conditions hold. The conditions specified then generate suitable transition and reward 

rates. The following sample production rule 

if satisfied(CONDITION,STATE) then 

NEWSTATE = reachable(STATE,CONDITION) 

RATE = lambda(STATE,NEWSTATE) 

addToModel(STATE,NEWSTATE,RATE) 

illustrates the components of a PRS governing the behaviour of transitions in the model. When a 

suitable condition is satisfied by the state, we generate the state (or states) reachable from under 

that particular condition. vVe also generate the transition rates that apply between the state and 

all states reachable from it under this condition. This process is then repeated for all the new states 

generated. A similar production rule would also be applied to the state when generating the reward. 

Production rule systems can suffer from a lack of modelling clarity. vVhen modelling with SP1\' 

or QN the structure of the underlying Markov chain extracted from it is directly related to the 

structure of the QN jSPN. However due to the nature of constructing PRS, this relationship is not 

always apparent. Conflicting rules, where multiple transition rates are assigned between two states 

or multiple rewards assigned t.o a state, can occur as the complexity and number of rules used in 

the model increase. 
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In Section 4.4 we describe the implementation of a simple PRS. We designed this system with the 

case study in Chapter 6 in mind as a way to quickly specify highly uniform performability models. 

4.3.4 Other formalisms 

Besides the fOfmalisms listed by Haverkort and Trivedi there are a number of other techniques 

that can be used to describe a l\fRM. Thanks to the Duality Principle (2.4.2) and the transfor

mation allowed between MRM and CTMC, any formalism that can describe a CT?vIC can then be 

used to describe a .tvlR?vI with little modification. i\lore sophisticated formalisms such as process 

a\gebras[HKOO] are now made available fOf the specification of \IR:\l. 

4.4 Implementation of a Production Rule System using High 

Level Languages 

4.4.1 Feature of High Level Languages 

In recent years there has been a marked rise in the use of high level languages , also referred to 

as 4th generation languages. These languages are usually interpreted and are. The most popular 

of these languages is undoubtedly Perl with a number of other languages enjoying various levels 

of support. \Ve have selected the Ruby[THOO] programming language for this section. Ruby is an 

object oriented language scripted language developed sillce the 1991 by Yukihiro Matsumoto. It 

features a complete 00 model which allows even basic data types such as integers to be treated as 

objects. 

Interpreted languages have a number of advantages over compiled languages, especially in the area 

of dynamic evaluation of code. In Ruby any string can be inserted into execution of the program 

merely by calling the eval function. The following code sample 

code ="a 2;print(a)" 

a = 3 

eval(code) 

will evaluate the contents of the string stored in code and change the value of a from 3 to 2 and 

output it to screen. The instructions stored in code can be any combination of Ruby expressions. 

\Ve selected Ruby to write our production rule system due to it's strong object model, it's powerful 

reflection features and it's ability to dynamically generate and run code. 
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4.4.2 System Overview 

The mrmGen tool we produced is comprised of a number of generator$, with each generator concerned 

with a specific component of the MRM, either a state labelling, rc\vard or transition. Each of these 

generators inherits from a conditional generator which defines the interface each generator must 

implement. Figure 17 shows the various classes that make up mrmGen. 

Conditional Generator 

TransItion GenerJtor 

Figure 17: Overview of the class structure of mrmGen 

Besides the specialised generators, the tool comprises a controller class, MRM Generator, and a class 

that represents each state, State. 

The user defines the various generators using a set of textual delimiters, which indicate to the tool 

whether the code within the delimiter is one of the variolls generators, a state space definition or a 

label declaration. \Ve explain these various declarations in Sections 4.4.4 4.4.6 in greater detail. 

To generate a labelled Ivlarkov reward model, the user specifies the various generators and declara

tions in an input file with an extension of . gen. The generator is run on this file and three output 

files are produced. Assuming our input is model. gen, the tool will produce a file containing the state 

labellings (model. lab ), transitions (model. tra) and rewards (model. rwd). The tool was written to 

produce output compatible with ETMCC and to this end model. tra and model. rwd are merged to 

produce model. mrm. Figure 18 shows this flow of files from mrmGen to ET~ICC. The model. req 

file is generated internally by ETMCC and holds the requirements expressed in CSL but we include 

it for completeness. 

I---+--.t mooel,tra 

Figure 18: Interaction of files generated by mrmGen and used by ETNICC 
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4.4.3 Syntax 

Because we are using the Ruby interpreter to check conditions and rewards the syntax of the the dec

larations is merely that of the Ruby language itself. However certain declarations require compliance 

to certain operators or data types while others are much less restrictive. 

In Ruby every expression returns a value. As an example the expression 

a = if condition 

"I am a value" 

end 

,vill return a string object which is set to "I am a value" and assign it to variable a if the condition 

evaluates to be true. vVe exploit this in our tool by allmving the user to define the right hand side 

of the assignment and then using the dynamic nature of code execution found in Ruby to evaluate 

the code and capture the rcsult. 

When a condition has to return a value the last statement executed should be the return value. If 

no value is returned then a nil (essentially equivalent to a null pointer) value is returned. In the 

following expression 

b (if condition 

"I am a value" 

end 

"I am another value") 

no matter what value of the condition the variable b ,vill always have the value" I am another 

value" as that string is the last statement on the right hand side of the expression and so it's value 

,vill always be returncd. 

4.4.4 Declaring State Space 

When using mrmGen we declare our state space explicitly beforehand. The following full state space 

declaration 

dimension: 

[[(1. .10), (1. .10)J] 

: dimension 
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will produce a state space containing 100 states, with each state being referenced by a co-ordinate 

of the form y) where x and y both range from 1 ~ 10. 

The state space is defined using an array with each element in the array either defining a range of 

states or a state. If we extend the above example to [[ O .. 10) , O .. 10) ] , [0,0] , [200, 200J J 
then the state space generated will have an additional two state in addition to the 100 states previ-

The state space declaration also takes the role of the state variables. Each number in the state 

coordinate being equivalent to the value of a state variable. III the example given above we have 

two state variables. 

Besides having a user defined coordinate, each state is also a unique state number. In 

the extended example given in the above paragraph the st.ate with co-ordinate (1,3) will have state 

number of 3, (200.200) will have a number of 102. 

4.4.5 Reward Generation 

Generation of rewards is done by placing conditions on the coordinate of the state. The declaration 

reward: 

if coord [OJ < 5 

coord[O] * 5 

else 

coord[O] * 10 

end 

: reward 

will to each state a reviard that is a multiple of either 5 or 10 depending on the value of it's 

1st coordinate. If there are multiple definitions for a reward in a specification of a MRM, the reward 

that was declared last will be the one used for that particular state. 

There are little restrictions on a reward generator and the entire Ruby s)'ntax and built in func

tionality is allowed when in this declaration. Ho\vever to be of any use the declaration must return 

either a number or nil. The only variable made available to declaration initially is coord, which is 

an array holding the coordinates of that state. 

4.4.6 Label Generation 

Before specifying labels for the model, we define the labels that are allowed in the model. This 

enables us to check whether any illegal labels are specified in the model, as well as providing error 
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The 

labeldeclaration: 

Failure, 

:labeldeclaration 

declaration 

,Critical 

defines the usage of three labels used in the model. Once these labels are defined we can then define 

when a state will have one or more particular labels attached to it. This declaration is strictly a 

comma list of strings incorporating no Ruby syntax or functionality. 

Once the labels are previously declared we can then construct conditions on which labels apply to 

states. Due to the possibility of states having multiple labels, \ve allow Illultiple definitions for a 

state. The following two label definitions 

label: 

if reward 0 

"Failure" 

else 

"Processing" 

end 

: label 

label: 

if coord [OJ <= 5 

"Critical" 

end 

: label 

will both be applied to states. All states will either have a Failure or Processing and those whose 

first coordinate is less than five will also have Critical as a state labelling. 

As with the reward condition the contents of the label condition can be any number of valid Ruby 

statements, and in addition to the coord of the state, the reward is available as welL Each label 

condition should return a valid string or a nil to be useful. 

4.4.7 Transition Generation 

UnlikE' the other generators, to generate a transition we have to place conditions on two the 

originating and destination state. These are specified in the declaration as from and to rf''<I)P('TI 

The declaration 
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transition: 

if (from [0] - 1 

0.03 

end 

: transition 

to[O]) and (from[1] to [1] ) 

places a transition with rate 0.03 between two states that have coordinates (x 1, y) and y). As 

,,,ith the reward generator if there are multiple definitions for a transitions between two states, the 

last transition to be generated is used. Two variables are initially made available to the condition, 

from is an array containing the coordinates of the state where the transition originates and to is 

the corresponding array for the terminating state. 

4.4.8 Performance 

The performance of the tool was not a primary factor during implementation, rather we were more 

interested in developing a usable production rule system in as little code as possible in order to 

highlight the usage of a high level language. However the usage of high level languages does add the 

execution speed as high level commands are translated into native commands and executed, which 

can lead to an almost 75% increase execution time for certain applications[Bagj. 

Performance degradation in the tool is due mainly to the manner in which the tool applies the 

generator that controls the transitions to the states. For every state defined we iterate through 

every other state checking the various transition conditions against both states. This could lead to 

a worst case performance of O(n2
). Figure 19 shows the performance of the tool as it generates a 

simple linear ~IRrvI of increasing size. 
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Figure 19: Performance of the mrmGen tool as the model size is increa.sed 
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The performance is acceptable when dealing with hundreds of states but begins to degrade when 

approaching a state space numbering thousands. 

\Vhen computing the transitions it is possible to reduce the execution time by precomputing des

tination states instead of iterating over the entire states-pace for every state checking whether the 

transition condition holds. This is possible if the user specifies beforehand explicitly which states 

relative to the current state should have transitions. This should enable us to reduce the execution 

time to O(n) in the future. As a proposed example the following declaration 

transition: 

terminate: 

coord[0]+1,coord[1]+1 

:terminate 

rate: 

reward * 0.75 

:rate 

:transtion 

would be executed by first finding the coordinate of the terminating state, in this case (x + 1, Y + 1) 

relative to the originating state, determining the reward from the specification, calculating the state 

numbers of both the originating and terminating states and then outputting these state numbers 

along with the rate to file. Using the dynamic nature of Ruby this can be easily implemented. 

In cases where the state space is extremely large and where full state space exploration is required 

there are a number of parallel generation techniques[CGI\95, KH1\lKOO] which can be implemented. 

Again the usage of Ruby would prove advantageous as numerous distributed computing libraries are 

available!THOO]. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The specification formalism used when constructing a model is often 110t a crucial factor. However 

deciding on the correct formalism to use is important and can affect the ease with which our system 

is modelled. The variance in domain independence, rigidity of structure and abstraction of each 

differing formalism means that a suitable formalism should be chosen on a case-by-case basis. 

\Vc have deIl10nstrated in the case of production rule systems the advantages that are gained by 

writing a production rule tool in a suitable high level language. This approach allows us to use the 

interpreter of the HLL to execute the conditions of the various production rules. The simple syntax 
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of the HLL allows the user to easily specify rules while still retaining a significant degree of control 

and flexibility. 

vVhile the performance of our HLL system is affected by larger state spaces, for specifying system 

models required for the case study performed in chapter 6, it is adequate. The nature of the case 

study we perform in Chapter 6 would seem to indicate the usage of either a PRS or QN as the 

specification tecbnique. vVhile the PRS we produce is quite similar to QN in the nature of :MRM 

it can produce, our system is still more dynamic in that ,ye can arbitrarily restrict and create 

transitions and states according to a set of rules and so it is this that we choose to use in our case 

study. 
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Chapter 5 

Limitations of Model Checking 

Mar kov Reward Models 

5.1 Introduction 

As we indicated in Chapter 2, the algorithms and logics used in the verification of CRL properties 

still have limitations inherent in their use. In this chapter we will look primarily at limitations 

dealing with zero reward states, a limitation present on f-.lR}'I, as ,veil as on the actual logic of 

CSL/CRL and the available algorithms currently in use. 

"Ve also propose a number of solutions where possible and highlight areas where solutions are not 

possible or where they are possible but so far have not been implemented. 

5.2 Zero Rate Reward 

5.2.1 Restrictions 

Due to the Duality Theorem (Section 2.4.2), we are restricted to only being able to use positive 

nOll-zero real numbers as rewards when solving f-.lRM using analytical tools such as ETMCC as due 

to the transformation that is applied to the CT.\IC, possible divisions by zero might occur. This 

restriction, while seemingly not significant. prevents us from modelling a system which resides in an 

idle state for some period of time where zero reward is earned while in that state. Systems with 

idle states include such diverse cases as a server which have no jobs to process or a mobile device in 

44 
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Zero Reward Sli!lte 

Figure 20: Transformation of Markov reward model using absorption to remove zero reward states 

sleep (or power-saver) mode. In these states the systems earn no reward or a small enough reward 

to be negligible. 

Clearly before verification can proceed we need to eliminate zero reward states from the MRM. 

However \,,-e need to guarantee that neither the numerical or logical properties of the ~VIRM are 

altered in any way. 

5.2.2 Removal of Zero Reward States 

Beaudry[Bea78] proposed a simple algorithm which removes zero reward states by making all such 

states absorbing which effectively removes the state from the model. However it has severe limitations 

in t hat once a zero reward state is reached, the verification process is halted. 1\10dels which have a 

large number of zero reward states, or which encounter zero reward states relatively early will be 

significantly hampered by this constraint. With models \\lith this characteristic we risk removing 

large parts of the model connected to the zero reward state by making that state absorbing. This 

is particularly relevant when model checking with CRL v .. -hen dealing with path formula. If a zero 

reward state satisfies the LHS of a U-operator, using Beaudry's method the resultant transformed 

Markov chain \villno longer be able to reach a state that satisfies the RHS of the operator. 

Figure 20 shows this graphically. In the top figure we have a simple path through Markov chain with 

a zero reward state that satisfies the white atomic proposition. Transforming the chain according 

to Beaudry'S method makes the state absorbing and prevents the black state from being reached. 

Ciardo et al.[C~IST90] expanded on the work of Beaudry by defining a new MRM where the zero 

reward states are removed from the MRM and replaced \'lith a probabilistic switch without changing 

the behaviour of the JvIRM. Knottenbelt[Kno96] also proposes an "on-the-fly" algorithm of elimi-

nating these 'IItI'J'It.'fIU,'" "tates during state space exploration. 

\Vholesale removal of zero reward states however can be dangerous in model checking as we run the 

risk of modifying the logical property of the MR.0.L 
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o~ 
/--e ---1~O 

o 
Figure 21: Removal of a zero reward state and loss of logical property from a simple Markov chain. 

Figure 21 shows a simple Markov chain with states \\'hich satisfy either of the two atomic proposi

tions, black or white. If the black state has zero reward and is removed, it is possible that a CRL 

statement that was valid previously (for instance any CRL statement using whiteUblack) is no 

longer valid in the transformed chain as black no longer exists and as such the absorbing state will 

never be reached. 

There is also the problem of entering a timeless trap which is found when a cycle of vanishing 

states forms a strongly connected component of the l\Iarkov chain. These traps render performance 

analysis impossible. 

5.2.3 A Refinement to the Algorithm 

In the process of model checking the requirements, expressed as statements in CRL, are explicitly 

known in advance. By examining the requirements we can decide which zero reward states can safely 

be removed without affecting the logical properties of the :;"'1R:\1. 

\Ve use a subset of CRL operators comprising the path(X, U) and state ;\, v) formula. We can 

ignore the probabilistic operators (P, S) operators for the time being and still be guaranteed to 

remove all potential zero reward states as Sat(P(?t')) C Sat("/.p) where .t/J is a path formula. 

CRL formula can easily be stripped of the probabilistic operators while leaving the path and state 

formula, for instance the CRL statement P::gp(<I>U\.lf) will become (<I>U\.lf). Simplifying the state

ment in this way does not remove any relevant information about the structure of the expression 

and so we are still able to reason about the dependencies of the terms in the expression. 

To examine the CRL requirement, we insert the statement into an expression tree via means of a 

stack. Figure 22 shows the sample expression tree of a sample CRL statement. From the expression 

tree we can calculate if it is safe to remove a state that satisfies a certain atomic proposition or 

sub-expression. 

If \\'e look at Figure 21 and apply a CRL expression of the form P?O.95 ( white U black) then by 

first making sure that all black states are made absorbing (due to it being found on the RES of a 

U-operator) before zero reward states are removed ,ve can prevent the loss of any logical properties. 
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((avb)Uc) 

Figure 22: A simple CRL expression inserted into an expression tree 

Of the three state operators, V (And), A (Or) and, (J';"ot). The V- and A-operators are binary while 

the .. -operator is unary. We decide when to remove states or make them absorbing depending on 

which operators are being used in the CRL expression as follows. 

And Operator 

A CRL expression using the A-operator is denoted as 

(23) 

with 1> and W being path formula. When dealing with this CRL operator (and in the case of the V 

and .. operator) we use the semantics of sets and logic. For this particular operator we would find 

the intersection of the set of states that satisfy 1> and the set that satisfies I]i. 

In terms of our expression tree we would find the states that we can remove from the left subtree of 

the expression and intersect that with states that satisfy the same conditions on the right subtree. 

This is performed ill a recursive manner on the tree, with the states that can be removed from 1> 

and W determined independently of any other expression. 

Or Operator 

Expressed as 

(24) 

we can determine which states are safe to be removed from this expression in a similar manner as 

for the A-operator, however in this case we union the set of states that satisfy 1> and \jJ instead of 

intersecting them. 
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Not Operator 

The ,-operator is quite simple and is expressed as 

(25) 

Unlike the 1\- and V-operators, we can not determine the states that can be removed immediately 

from the model when solving the the ,-operator. In this case the states that can be marked for safe 

removal are those that do not satisfy <P. Using the labelling function of the :tvlRl\1 one can find the 

states that do satisfy <P and from that determine the set of states that do not satisfy the expression 

and therefore can be removed if needed. 

The path operators consist of two operators, the U-operator (Until) and the X operator, of which 

the U-operator is binary and the X operator is unary in nature. 

Until Operator 

For the simplest case 

(26) 

we merely have to inspect states that satisfy atomic proposition a. If the state has a reward of zero 

we can remove it without affecting the logical property of the model. 

In more complex cases \,'e can have nested state formula on the left or right hand side of the the 

until operator. For the left hand case 

(27) 

we begin with the nested statement <P. \Ve handle the nested CRL statement in the same manner 

as in (26). We can then assign to each state that satisfies the nested state formula <P a labelling, d, 

\vhich reduces (27) to an equation of the form (dUe), as in (26). 

However we do not repeat the steps taken to remove the zero reward states as we did in (26) due to 

the fact that Sated) c Sat(a) and we had previously removed all zero reward states that satisfy a. 

In the case where the nested state formula is more complex of the form: 

(28) 
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where <1> and \II are sub-expressions separated by some logical state operator (in this case the or 

operator), then we merely follow the case as for (27) 

For cases where the nested path formulae fall on the right hand side of the until operator, as in state 

formula of the form 

(29) 

we need to ensure that we do llOt remove any states satisfying b, even though it is the LHS term of 

a U-operator it still forms part of a state formula that is on the RHS of a parent U-operator. Some 

complication can occur where we have expressions that are satisfied on both sides of an U-operator 

such as 

(30) 

In this case we have a sub-expression, <1>, that is on both sides of the root U operator. We can not 

remove all <1>-states without analysis of the RHS of the root U-operator as doing so could cause <1> 

states that satisfy \II U <1> to be removed and CRL statements of the form in (30) will no longer be 

valid. 

N ext Operator 

The next operator is used in eRL statements of the form 

X<1> (31) 

The operator is restrictive in that it is a stopping condition, much like the formula on the RHS of a 

U-operator or the -,-operator. As with the ,-operator we can not immediately determine the states 

that are suitable for removal from an expression in the form of (31). \Ve can determine the set of 

states that can reach a <1>-state within one transition, and therefore the states which are safe for 

remo\'al, easily enough from the rate transition matrix. 

5.2.4 Replacement of Zero Reward States 

In cases where it is not advantageous to remove states with zero reward and without limiting 

the model using Beaudry's original technique of making zero reward states absorbing, a proposed 

workaround is to replace zero rewards with a reward that can be used to closely approximate zero. 

This replacement reward, c, would be an extremely small number, preferably the smallest num

ber that can be used by the system used to solve the l\IRM. For instance, ETMCC is written in 
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the Java aiL"HlLl15 language, and an ideal number would be Float . MIN_VALUE, approximately 

2- 149 [Mic03j, the smallest possible number that Java can represent. However using a number as 

small as this can have an affect on the numerical methods underlying the solution of MRM and this 

will be investigated further in Section 5.2.5. 

Formally PVlCol''''''''''ri if our original MRM was M= {S, R, L, p} then the modified MRM is defined 

as MI {S, R, pi} where 

( )
1 {P( s) 

P s = 
f 

if p(s) > 0 

otherwise 

!\o matter what size we set t to, it's introduction to the model has the of now adding 

error to the model. If we can estimate this error then we can obtain an idea of the confidence levels 

on our queries all the modified model. 

23: SRN of a mobile station in an ad-hoc mobile network 

Example and Observation of Error 

Tn observe the affects of the introduced error, we use a modified model of a wireless mobile 

statiou[HCH+02]. The Stochastic Petri Net representation of this model is shown in 23 

\\'hile the CTI\IC derived from it can be seen in Figure 24 

We have modified the model slightly and introduced a zero reward state by replacing the reward of 

the initial doze state with O. \Ve then used Ivlonte Carlo simulation to simulate the model over a 

period of time after the model had been modified to take into account the error. Figure 25 shows the 

growth of the reward earned for 1000 simulations. Each simulation was terminated after the time 

limit of 1200 was reached. In this case E was set to 0.00001. The error grows within a set bound as 

can be seen in the Imver graph in Figure 26 and as the time increases the range in which the error 

falls increases. 
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Figure 24: CTMC extracted from Figure 23 

Due to the small size of the error in relation to the average reward earned per state Vie propose that 

we can determine a simpler estimation of the error by increasing the error earned over time. Instead 

of assigning E to only states with zero reward we assign it to all states. The justification behind 

this is that by doing this the error earned each time unit is nmv constant and therefore linear with 

respect to time. Our reward structure is now 

p' (s) = p( s) -'- f 

with total error accumulated ext. In Figure 26 the top graph shows this linear growth with respect 

to time. 

'Vhile this method allows for the total error accumulated to be calculated trivially, the error added to 

the model \vill grow at a faster rate and therefore affects the length of time before the error becomes 

significant. This extra error is in addition to the efror introduced by c affecting the outgoing 

transitions of the zero reward states. 

However, it must be noted that even the linear growth of error in our second approach still produces 

a total error that is orders of magnitude smaller than the total accumulated reward of the model. 

By choosing an suitably small error the error introduced into the calculations could be small enough 

to not affect the model significantly. 

In examples shown in Figures 25 and 26 the zero state reward is only one state in a relatively small 

model. In models with extremely 

states it would be more 

state spaces but with a small number of zero reward 

to only introduce error into the zero rate rewards. \Vhen the 

models residence time in the zero reward state is large, then it is more advantageous to calculate 

the error using error introduced to all states. 

To show the growth of the error in a model with differing number of zero reward states, and therefore 
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Figure 25: Growth of Reward in CT~\'IC 

differing residence times in zero reward states, we simulate a simple grid like IVlarkov chain, com

prising a 10 x 10 grid with states adjacent states linked by double links (both leaving and entering) 

with equal transition rate. States were either functioning or in failure. \\Then in failure they 

earned 0 reward per time unit, while being in a functioning state earned a reward of 100 per time 

unit. Initially the ratio of failure states to failure states was set to 1:4. The growth of error can 

be seen in Figure 27 in the leftmost graph. The graph when the ratio was increased to 1:1 (center) 

and 4:1 (rightmost) are also shown. 

As the number of zero reward states increase the distribution of the total error produced by adding 

error to these zero rate states, tends to increase and finally be limited by the line produced by adding 

error to all states. This seems to indicate that in certain cases ,>vhen the total residence time in zero 

rev,.'ard states is small relative to other states, the error in the model is best estimated by looking at 

the actual error growth. In cases where the residence time in zero re'.vard states is large it is simpler 

to merely use the total error introduced by including error in all states. The error introduced in this 

manner is in fact the maxim'um possible error of the model. 

5.2.5 Additional Numerical Complexity 

The t-reward technique however, an affect on the underlying numerical methods usee! in model 

checking. For our research we use the Erlangen-Twente "Markov Chain Checker (ETMCC)[HKMKS99], 
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Figure 26: Growth of Error in CT~lC 

a symbolic model which uses the Fox-Glynn[FG88] method to compute the Poisson prob

abilities of the underlying Markov chain. The affect on the algorithm is such that the greater the 

orders of magnitude between the largest and smallest elements in the rate matrix the longer the 

algorithm must run, and more importantly, the more memory is needed. Figure 28 shows the num

ber of iterations needed by the tool in order to solve CRL queries performed on the model 

described in Section 5.2.4. For small E the number of iterations needed begins to increase quite 

significantly once E is smaller than 0.0001. 

In our example, when attempting to make E smaller another order of magnitude, we run into 

memory spac:e problems. Note however, that the execution time remained reasonable, despite the 

increasing number of iterations, and that memory was the primary constraint. We performed the 

verification OIl a 1.4Ghz A'tvfD Athlon processor with 256MB RAM. 

In this case where the rate matrix has entries which differ by large orders of magnitude, Runge-Kutta 

methods might possible be used for better performance[BHHK03]. 
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Figure 27: Growth of Error as Kumber of Zero Reward States Increase 

5.3 Limitations of the Logic 

5.3.1 Nested Reward Structures 

In a CRL expression with nested sub-expressions, the solution to the sub-expressions are not affected 

by the expression in \vhich they are nested nor by other sub-expressions that are not nested within 

the sub-expression we are evaluating. In the following expression 

<I> I{I 

~~ 

P<JPl (a U b) U (c U d)) (32) 
I J K 

we have two sub-expressions, <P and \]f, The solution of either of these sub-expressions is independent 

of each other as neither expression depends on the other. Each sub-expression, 3.<> well as the parent 

expression, makes use of a reward interval (expressed as I, J and K) which is used to place a limit 

OIl the accumulated reward of the model. 

The solution to each subexpression is a set of states that it, and these sets are then used to 
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Figure 28: The number of iterations required to solve a Markov chain with E. 

solve the larger expression. The solution of each sub-expression would then be independent of the 

other su b-expressions as well as of the parent expression. From this independence of expressions we 

could reason that the reward structure for each sub-expression need not be the same as any of the 

others and as such the usage of multiple reward structures in a CRL expression would be possible. 

The usage of multiple rewards would greatly affect the expressiveness of CRL, allmving requirements 

to be expressed with more then one performance measure. \Vhile in CSL it makes logical sense that 

there is only a singular reward, that being the passing of time, in CRL there is no reason why a 

requirement should be limited to a single reward structure. 

Examples of the usage of queries using nested re\vard structures are quite varied. In the case of the 

mobile device described in Figure 23. In that figure the model is given only a reward structure 

for power consumption but there might be other reward structures defined for total pOV.Ter used to 

transmit, total packets sent, total packets received and so on. \Ve might wish to check whether the 

device will have transmitted a certain number of packets while 

before failure. \Ve would express this as 

po'Wer::<:;;x 

5.4 Limitations of ETMCC 

a certain amount of power 

u idle) ) (33) 
packets::<:;;y 

Besides the limitations on modelling with CRL and on the logic itself we are also limited by a 

number of limitations that are present in the various tools used that perform model checking on 

CRL. The limitations are present for a variety of reasolls ranging from lack of suitable and efficient 
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algorithms (Solving for Time and Reward) to current algorithms not being able to deal with certain 

cases (Negative Rmvard Rates). 

5.4.1 Interval Restrictions 

In CRL we can apply a restriction on both path operators which restricts the amount of reward 

that can be earned before the expression is no longer valid. In the general CRL expression using the 

Ij-operator of the form 

(34) 

the expression is valid as long as \ji is reached at time t with tEl. 

At the time of writing ETl\lCC only support intervals of the form [O .. tl, so that (34) is limited to 

being expressed as 

(35) 

This limitations is present mainly due to the fact that while algorithms are available:BHHK03], they 

are computationally expensive[HCH+02j. 

However we are not solely limited to model checking with a [O .. t] interval as it is possible to solve 

a CRL requirement for an event that is to happen after a certain time. In this case the interval 

the statement is to be solved against is ~t .. oo) and we can exploit the fact that P(/j) 1 - P( ¢) 

where P( ¢) is the probability on CRL requirement ¢ using an interval of [O .. tl and (/j is the same 

requirement except using an interval of the form [t .. oo). 

5.4.2 Negative Reward Rates 

In sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 \ve detailed the removal of zero reward states and the measures taken to 

prevent the loss of logical properties of the model. In general l\Iarkov reward models are not llmited 

to non-zero reward [ST881, however when using ETMCC and specifically when using the Duality 

theorem to transform a l\1RM to an equivalent CTl\IC the usage of negative reward rates would no 

longer be possible. 

'While the presence of zero rewards causes division by zero when doing the transform, the presence 

of negative rewards does not prevent the transform, but the results are most undesirable. In Figure 

29 \ve are shown three transitions. The top transition has a state a with reward -1 which moves to 

b at rate 4. 'Vhen the duality theorem is applied, shown in the 2nd transition, the transition rate is 

nm\' -4 which is analogous to a transition from b to a with rate 4, depicted in the 3rd transition. 
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Figure 29: Negative rewards cause transition directions to be reversed 

The usage of negative rewards with tool of the nature of ET:-ICC is also further complicated with 

the usage of the Fox-Glynn algorithm, which is specifically geared towards computing the probability 

densities of Poisson processes which are birth only processes. A :0.IR1I with a mixture of positive 

and negative rewards \vould obviously not fulfill the requirements to be a Poisson process. 

\Vhen presented with a model with a mixture of positive and negative rewards. a possible approach 

is to separate the model into two separate models. In the first model \ve keep the positive rewards 

as is while reducing the negative rewards to zero, while for the second model we reduce the positive 

rewards to zero while replacing each negative reward with it's corresponding absolute value. This 

leaves us with two models, one concerning the accumulation of reward and the other the loss of 

reward, but both expressed with positive real numbers. The possible large number of zero reward 

states can be handled using any of the techniques describes in sections 5.2.2, 5.2.4 and 5.2.3.We can 

now reason independently about each model and as as shown in section 5.3.1 we can combine the 

two models in larger CRL expressions with out either of the model being affected by the other. 

5.4.3 Solving for Time and Reward 

So far we have treated the time and reward properties as separate entities, reasoning about them 

using the separate CSL and CRL logics. In actual fact these two logics are merely components of a 

single super-logic, CSRL, previously discussed in Section 2.4. The ability to be able to reason about 

both time and reward would prove to be an invaluable addition. 

Although techniques such as simulation can already carry out model checking llsing CSL (Section 

3.2) we do not know of any work that has been done extending this to CSRL. While simulation 

techniques might provide an easy way to do this, ideally numerical techniques would be needed to 

overcome the problems inherent in simulation. 

Katoen, Hermanns et al. have done work in this area[HCH+02], extending the results obtained in 
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model checking time bounded U-operators (Section 2.5.5) to time and reward bounded U-operators, 

which allowed them to show that in order t.o solve a CSRL equation of the form P:'9p(<I> U~;. \}i) on 

Cn.IC}vI, we can solve P:'91)(O~,:J\}i) on the simpler CT:'IC}vI,' where M' M[<I>][-.(<I> 1\ '11)] (M[<I>] 

is defined in Section 2.5.5). 

Investigation was carried out into three potential Ilumerical approaches: using a pseudo-Erlang 

approximation, diseretisation and an analysis of occupation time distributions. However none of 

these have proven to be truly viable in terms of speed and storage concerns, although research does 

continue. It should be noted that once a suitable algorithm is developed the additional ability to 

solve for both time and reward would be a non-trivial addition to performability analysis. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have identified various limitations on the CSL logic and the tools available. 

vVe have focused on the removal of zero rewards from ;\fRl\I, and shown the problems inherent in 

wholesale removal of zero states without considering the logical characteristics of that state. \Ve 

have proposed a method which analyses the requirements on a ETI\ICC and can successfully remove 

zero reward states while maintaining logical consistency. 

\Ve have also proposed a method where zero reward states are replaced by some small number in 

order to closely approximate zero. We have shown that the error this introduces can be estimated 

easily and that it has a set maximum effect on the model. \Ve have also observed the additional 

numerical complexity places OIl model checking tools such as ETI\lCC. 

\Ve noted that due to the independence of nested expressions that the usage of multiple reward 

structures is possible without any further numerical techniques than the ones currently utilised. 

Observed limitations on the ETMCC tool are also considered and methods to reduce their impact 

are proposed. Finally we considered the ability to solve for both time and reward and the efforts to 

find a suitable numerical method to meet this problem. 
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Chapter 6 

Case Study: Service Management 

of a Beowulf Cluster 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will conduct a case study using CRL and ETI\ICC to apply various service level 

requirements onto a working system. Our aim is to ascertain whether MRI\I and CRL suitable for 

the tasks of determining whether requirements can be met as well as providing information allowing 

ne\v requirements to be established. 

The system \ve choose to analyse is a processing node of the ALICE experiment currently being 

built at CERN. \\lhen complete ALICE will generate petabytes of data that must be processed as 

quickly as possible. Once captured this data is exported to nodes situated at various locations world 

wide where it is processed. The node situated at the Department of Physics at the University of 

Cape Town and is comprised of a Beowulf class parallel cluster. 

6.1.1 The ALICE Project 

A Large Ion CollideI' Experiment (ALICE) is a collaborative experiment currently being constructed 

at CERN, with 65 institutions from 29 countries registered as members. The experiment, \vhen 

completed, will consist of a large detector on CERNs main accelerator ring. The detector's main 

purpose will be to observe the collisions of Lead nuclei. From these collisions numerous high energy 

subatomic particles are generated whose properties are then studied. 

\Vhen a collision occurs. which is knO\vn as an event, all relevant data related to that collision is 

captured. The frequency of the events coupled with the size of the data generated would mean 
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that practical storage solutions would not be feasible. To prevent this the majority of events, which 

have little chance of containing useful data, are discarded, leaving behind events of interest. Even 

though most events are filtered out, interesting events are projected to be produced at a rate of 

about forty events per second. Each event when recorded can will require on average of 251vIB of 

storage, although this can vary up to 2GB. 

The experiment, when activated, will run for one million seconds, approximately eleven and one half 

days, during which time it will generate datasets with a total size reaching in to the petabytes. Once 

the data is generated it is distributed to various processing and storage facilities belonging to the 

various members of the ALICE team, where it is made available to researchers to perform analysis. 

6.1.2 Beowulf Clusters and Grid Computing 

Initially developed by Donald Becker at NASA[SSB+95], the Beowulf cluster is a parallel com

puter where each node is comprised of an off the shelf desktop personal computer. This is in marked 

contrast to previous generations of parallel supercomputers \vhich were comprised of specialised com

ponents constructed by dedicated manufacturers. Due to the already installed base and availability 

of off-the-shelf components, Beowulf clusters have become extremely popular at tertiary institutions. 

Initially these clusters were simple batch control systems with no redundancy or process control. 

Jobs \yere merely submitted into a queue and the results retrieved on completion. To obtain optimal 

parallelisation and performance applications often had to be rewritten using parallel and messaging 

libraries. Often applications that did not require any type of inter-node communication merely used 

shell scripts to distribute data to the various nodes in batch before execution began. 

Grid computing is a recent development that has come to the foreground as the nnmber of Beowulf 

and other commodity based parallel clnster installations has grown worldwide. Grid computing 

aIlO\vs a number of separate computing facilities to be linked together and presented to the user as if 

it were one singular computing facility. When a user submits a job to the grid, the job is distributed 

to the various computing nodes in a manner that is transparent to the user. 

The grid for the Alice experiment is divided into a number of hierarchical tier'S, with the facility at 

CERK being regarded as tier 0 where a significant portion of the computing power is located. A 

user is considered as being at tier 3, while the various processing and storage nodes are either tier 

1 or tier 2 depending on their capacity. 

6.1.3 Aims and l\1ethods 

This case study studies problems in two differing domains, namely a study of the usefulness and 

ability of .MRMjCRL and a performance requirements analysis of a distributed system. 
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Figure 30: A simple example of Boehm's spiral model 

So far no formal requirements have been specified by CER~ on any of the computing facilities that 

are participating in the ALICE project. While the performance of each duster can be determined 

using a variety of benchmarks and metries[BBea94], which take a relatively short time to calculate 

once the duster is operational, this is not true for determining the reliability of the duster as to do 

so \vould require the duster to be run for an inordinate amount of time. 

To examine the reliability question we are then left with either simulation of the system or solving 

the system analytically, which is the approach we use in this thesis. 

In modelling and verifying this system we will also attempt. to integrate model checking and the 

usage of CRL into standard software and systems engineering methodologies. In particular we will be 

follmving a variation of Boehm's spiralmodel[Som96]. Figure 30 shows a representation of Boehm's 

model. 

Boehm's model was conceived as a model for the software development process, but we adapt it for 

usage in modelling. The spiral model fulfils our need in that we start with an initial model and then 

in each iteration we add to the model until we arrive at our final model. 

In our case, we begin with a model of the duster in it's current configuration, comprising 20 process

ing nodes. \Ve then apply requirements expressed using CRL on the system. The requirements deal 

specifically with performance (" How many events eanwe process?") and budgetary (" How much 

will it emit once failure occurs") issues. From this initial model we will then increase the size of the 

model to represent the proposed next step in the cluster, a 250 node tier 1 cluster. We will then 

apply the constraints to this model and observe whether the same requirements will hold for this 

model as they did for the original. The model is then extended again to represent the proposed final 

configuration of 1000 computing nodes. 
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6.2 Cluster Specification 

6.2.1 Description 

Currently the cluster situated in the Dept of Physics only consists of 20 processing nodes and it 

is 011 this current configuration that we set requirements and check these against the model. The 

duster is projected to grow in the medium term to about 250 nodes which will enable it to be placed 

in the first tier of the ALICE grid. However this 250 node cluster would not be dedicated solely to 

CER)I but would form part of a larger South Africa wide grid infrastructure open to other tertiary 

institutions in Southern Africa. In the long term the cluster might grow up to 1000 nodes and 

become a dedicated supercomputing facility in the university. 

In the current configuration each node is directly connected via a switch. This leads to a single point 

of failure where if the switch fails the entire cluster performs no work. Once the system is enlarged 

to the envisaged 250 node cluster multiple s\vitches will be part of the system. Another single point 

in the system is the master node of the cluster. This is the node to which jobs are submitted to the 

cluster and which then distributes the jobs to the nodes in the cluster. 

6.2.2 Hardware Specification 

The hard\vare specification of each node in the system is as follows 

Component :rvlake and Specification 
.-~.--.---

Hard Disk Drive l'vlaxtor /Western Digital 80GB 

I\lotherboard Asus P4BGL-V.\I 

Central Processing Unit Intel Pentium IV 1.4 GHz 

Network Car D-Link DFE530TX 

The master node of the cluster is the exception, as it has dual processors as well as seven 100GB 

disk drives \vhich it controls as part of a RAID-5 array. Connecting the master to the other nodes 

in the cluster is a Surecom EP826D-2T switch. 

6.3 Modelling the System 

6.3.1 System Characteristics 

From the hardware specification in 6.2.2, we can identify which components of the node contribute 

to the behayiour of the system. The only components that fail due to operational usage are usually 
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the hard disk drive and power usage. vVe differentiate here between operational and manufactured 

failure, where operational failure is failure occurring due to normal usage of the component and 

manufactured failure is defined as faults that are present in the component from the time of it's 

manufacture. No other other components has the number of constantly moving parts that are found 

in these two components, which is why the occurrence of operational failure of a processor or network 

card is relatively rare. 

We can safely discard the affects of operational failure of all the components besides the hard disk 

drive and the power supply. However we do include failures due to power outages, which occur with 

enough frequency to potentially affect the performance of the cluster. 

6.3.2 Choosing a Modelling Formalism 

For this case study we are modelling a system that will vary in size, depending on what iteration 

of the model we are examining. Of the specification techniques described in Chapter 4, production 

rule systems (PRS) most closely match our requirements for a formalism. Using PRS will allow us 

to easily increase the state space size of the model with little user intervention, while still keeping 

the structure and properties of the model consistent. 

The main characteristic of this particular model which lends itself to the usage of PRS is that of 

the general uniformity of the model. Whether we are modelling the initial configuration or the 

final larger one, the underlying structure of the t\vo models will remain fUIlctionally equivalent. By 

changing a few numbers in the specification of the initial I\fRI\I we can then generate the larger 

iterations. 

We use the PRS \ve implemented, which we described previously in Section 4.3.3. 

6.3.3 Constructing the Model 

The underlying structure of the model is quite simple and linear in nature as shown in Figure 3l. 

Each state is connected to it's neighbour state by two transitions which represent failure and repair. 

The failure transition rate is dependent on the number of processing clusters and their failure rates. 

The hard disk drives used in our cluster have a mean time before failure(~lTBF) of 50 0000 hours. 

The power supplies in each node varied in MTBF between 50 0000 and 100 0000 hours and we took 

the average of 75 000 hours for each units MTBF. 

The cluster at the moment has no uninterruptible power supply and so is vulnerable to power 

outages. Already this year the campus at UCT has suffered from four total power failures. When 

these occur the entire cluster is rendered inoperable. To represent this each state has a transition 

leading to the failure state. vVe estimate that on average there are 3 total power outages per year. 
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Figure 31: i\larkov model of cluster with total power failure included on the left and without on the 
right 

6.3.4 Reward Structure 

The reward structure of the cluster is dependent on the number of fUllctioning nodes. vVe have 

estimated that on average it takes each node 4 hours to process an event. A 20 node cluster would 

be able to process on average 5 events per hour. 

\Vhen determining the processing capacity of parallel systems \ve are often subject to Amdahl's 

Law[BroOOj which describes the speedup we can expect by parallelising a process. It is described as 

SeN) = T(l) 
T(N) 

(36) 

where T(N) is the time required to complete a task using N processes, T~ is the serial portion of 

the task and Tp is the parallelisable portion. In our case Amdahl's ratio is not constant due to the 

fact that no two jobs processed will have the same ratio. 

To simplify we will assume that jobs submitted to the cluster are perfectly parallelisable and that 

the processing ability of the cluster scales linearly as it grows. This will give us a best case scenario 

with which to model the cluster. \Ve can then guarantee that if a requirement is not satisfied by 

this modeL it will not be satisfied by any others. 

6.4 Constructing Requirements 

6.4.1 Determining Requirements and Service Levels 

We briefly mentioned in Section 6.1.3 that the ALICE consortium does not specify any requirements 

011 the reliability or performance. Any member of the ALICE consortium should not undertake to 
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become a member of the grid without the necessary facilities and budget. However without set 

requirements for the cluster, potential members of the grid can only estimate the size of the cluster 

needed and what type of components are needed for each node. This can potentially lead to over 

spending in the construction of a cluster which meets the same requirements as that of a potentially 

cheaper cluster. 

The setting out of requirements from the outset would also allow the consortium to determine what 

tier status each cluster should receive. By setting out in a rigorous fashion the requirements needed 

to be assigned to specific tier groups would allow the management of the grid to enforce a service level 

agreement(SLA) between themselves and the various members of the grid. lJsing the individually 

assigned service levels, the grid can then dynamically assign processes and jobslCFK+021 according 

to the requirements of each process and the services available at that particular time. 

In fact it would seem that MRM coupled with a performability logic such as CRL offers an ideal 

tool for the specification, modelling and verification of SLAs. CRL offers a formal language to 

rigorously define the expected behaviour of the system that can be applied right throughout the 

capacity planning process. To the service provider (the individual cluster) it allows for the system 

to be modelled using ~IRMs and then checked before implementation. Once requirements that they 

believe can be met on the system are specified they can negotiate with the client (in our case the 

grid management) whether these requirements arc sufficient. Once a SLA has been accepted by 

both parties, the management can monitor the performance of the cluster and check whether the 

performance still meets the requirements set out in the SLA. 

The drawing up of SLAs is part of a larger process of capadty planning, which is required in order 

to determines the systems adeq'uate capacity. Menasce and Almeida[~IA98l specify that the three 

main elements needed to define adequate capacity are: 

• Service level agreements 

• Specified technology and standards 

• Cost constraints 

\Ve have discussed how CRL and yIRM allow us to specify and verify SLAs but in fact the versatility 

of both CRL and MRM allow us to also get an idea of the cost constraints of the proposed cluster. 

By substituting a reward structure to model the cost of failure (new components, repairs) we can 

check whether the proposed cluster will be too costly to operate. This is quite relevant for Beowulf 

clusters, which are constructed out of cheaply available commodity hardware as discussed in 6.1.2. 

There is a trade off between the cost of the cluster initially to construct, and the maintenance required 

once the cluster is operational. ",Vith custom built parallel processing systems the initial cost was 
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Probability 
99.9 
98 
95 

I No. of Events Processed 
10 
100 000 
500 000 

Table 1: Performance requirements placed 011 the cluster 

high but due to the specialised, custom built components used. The opposite is usually found in 

Beowulf clusters where due to mass production purchase costs are kept low, but reliability does not 

reach the levels of cllstom built specialised hardware. The costs associated with running a Beowulf 

cluster are therefore not constant, and depend on the failure rates of the hardware components and 

the rate at which they are repaired. Again, CRL lends itself to this task allowing the cluster operator 

to obtain confidence levels as to the budgetary requirements of the cluster once it is operational. 

Due to the lack of requirements specified by t.he ALICE management, requirements were determined 

through discussion with the cluster team at UCT. The requirements determined by them are what 

they believe are needed to allow the cluster to run under budget and to be reliable and powerful 

enough to be part of the first tier of computing facilities in the ALICE project. 

6.4.2 Translation to Continuous Reward Logic 

Performance of the cluster is measured in how many events are processed by the cluster. Due to 

CRL being a performability logic we will be looking at the the interplay between the reliability of 

the cluster and how this affects it's performance. The first metric interest is the distribution of 

reward till failure[BHHKOOb:. This is characterised as the probability of going from a functioning 

state where reward is earned, to a state in failure where the reward earned is zero. For the model 

of the cluster it can be expressed as 

P>p(processing U failure) 
>1 

(37) 

where processing is the atomic proposition assigned to states where reward is earned and faUure 

is assigned to states where no reward is earned. p is the probability that the requirement will be 

met and I is the number of events processed. 

In drawing up the requirements it was decided that the cluster should be able to offer 3 levels of 

confidence, with each level corresponding to a certain number of events that will be processed before 

some failure occurs. The values of the confidence level (p) and the processed events (I) are given in 

Table 1. 
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The initial value of I is set to 10 000 as this is the minimal number of events needed to ensure 

that there is at least a 99% confidence level that the the conclusions reached from the processed 

events are in fact correct. The selection of 10 000 events as the minimum needed is derived from the 

standard deviation of the Poisson distribution, which governs the detection of events. If 11 events are 

detected the standard deviation is simply The fractionaluncertainty:Tay82j is then defined as 

1 

v 

For us to get a fractional uncertainty of less than 

and therefore 

1 1 
-> 
100 -

u:2 10000 

(38) 

(39) 

( 40) 

This then represents the absolute minimum number of events that must be processed. Any failure 

before 10 000 events being processed represents an undesirable performance level. The two latter 

numbers represent performance levels that are more ideal and which should be sufficient for the 

majority of jobs run on the cluster. 

\Ve also set requirements on the budgetary constraints of the cluster. For this requirement we use 

a modified version of the model, where instead of modelling outages caused by power failure we 

are more concerned with the total cost of running the cluster over a period of time. \\le replace 

the failure state with a finished state. This state, like the failure state, is reachable from every 

other state, with the transition rate set so that the mean time before the transition is taken is 

approximately one year. 

These cost requirements are expressed in CRL as 

P>p(processing U finished) 
<I 

(41) 

For this requirement we will use a new reward structure which representing the costs incurred for 

every hour that we are in a state where there is one or more hard drive failures. This cost is incurred 

by the combination of hourly repair costs, the total which is dependent on the time spent in the 

state, as \vell as the cost of new equipment. The interval I representing the total cost to repair the 

cluster over a year and the corresponding confidence levels are shmvll in Table 2 for the initial 20 

node cl uster. 
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The values in Table 2 are determined by budgeting approximately RlOOO for every node in the cluster 

per year. This covers the replacement of all equipment in the cluster as well as costs associated 

with the labour required to do so. vVe use three levels of confidence (as in Table 1) and with each 

corresponding confidence level associate some monetary amount which we hope to not exceed during 

that year in operation. vVe set a reasonable confidence level that we will meet our budget of 95%. 

Hmvever budget overruns do occur and we take this into account by two more confidence 

levels, one for a 25% overrun which we set a level of 98% for and a 50% budget overrun with 

confidence level 99.9%. 

Probability 
99.9 
98 
95 

Repair Cost 
30000 
25000 
20 000 

Table 2: Budgetary requirements on a 20 node cluster over the course of one year 

The instantaneous cost gained by the purchase of of new equipment is usually characterised as an 

impll.ise reward which is earned when the transition associated \vith that reward is taken. Solution 

techniques to ?-.IR:l\I with impulse rewards are available[QS94, RT991 however ETMCC lacks these 

techniques. 

vVe can overcome this lack of solution techniques in our tool through the usage of specific modelling 

techniques, which we detail in Section 6.5.3. 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Expressiveness of CRL and lVIRl\1 

As part of the case study we examine the usage of .i\IR?-.I and CRL and how they affect the con

struction of the modeL vVe will focus on the expressiveness of the model and the requirements, and 

what ramifications any limitations on either will have on the modeL 

MRM 

When using MR\1 it is often not advantageous to refer directly to states by their unique identifiers, 

which is \yhy it is almost imperative to be able to use state labellings. State labellings place a 

of abstraction on the model making it easier to reason about the modeL This became apparent 

\vhen \ve consulted with the Physicists who run the cluster, and during our conversations they could 
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easily create their own state labellings to reason with, following which the model could be created 

and the state labellings applied. 

There are limitations on our ~IRIvl due to there being limitations on the tool we use to solve 

the modeL As mentioned earlier in Section 6.4.2 we are limited to state rewards and we have to 

incorporate the impulse rewards into the state reward of the modeL 

CRL 

The abstraction of the model via state labellings also has great use when determining CRL require

ments. As with ~IR~1 we do not have to deal with individual state identifiers making the process of 

drawing up requirements simpler, however without sacrificing any expressiveness. 

Another issue when using CRL is the applicability of each particular CRL operator to the model. For 

this case study, we found that all requirements were expressed using the probabilistic CRL operator 

(P~p) coupled ''lith the reward bounded until operator (U/). It seemed to us that the steady state 

operator (8)is not needed when examining requirements of this nature. 

\Ve also found we could reduce the complexity of CRL requirements by replacing state labellings 

that are connected via the logical state operators (V, /\, with a new state labelling. This is already 

\vhat ET;'I.ICC does internally, but by expressing it beforehand we can make it extremely clear to 

those specifying the requirement what states are to be involved. 

We also must restate here the current difficulties ill solving CSRL, the parent logic of CRL, which 

we detailed previollsly in Section 5.4.3. 

6.5.2 Performance Requirements 

20 Nodes 

Substituting the values in Table 1 into CRL equation (37) and applying them to the models of the 

cluster shown in Figure 31 produced the graph in Figure 32. 

This graph shows the final probability of a state meeting the requirement. The numbers on the 

::/:-axis represent the state that has x hard drives initially. As is clear from the graph the probability 

that any state will not satisfy the requirement is extremely high. For all three requirements specified 

the the lowest probability computed is about 0.5, well above the limits of 0.001, 0.02 and 0.05. 

It is quite clear that ,ve will not be able to meet any of the requirements set with this modeL Even 

for the minimum performance level of 10000 events we can at best offer a success rate of 50%. 

For the 100000 and 500000 event performance levels the probability of meeting the requirements is 
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09 

10000 6V>3l1tS 

Furc!iMing NOOSE: 

250000 everts x 500000 events :.: 

Figure 32: Probabilities of a 20 node cluster, with power failure, fulfilling set performance require
ments 

extremely close to zero. It is clear that the minimum level of events processed must be lowered in 

order to be able to guarantee with a high probability that the requirements will be met. 

Figure 33 shows the probabilities of being able to process x events before failure, where x is a number 

of minimum performance levels. Even halving the number of events needed to be processed to 5000 

only produces a probability of 0.3 that the requirement will not be met. Further reducing the number 

of events needed to 2500 produces a probability of between 0.2 and 0.15 that requirements will not 

be met. 

Applying the same requirements but to a model of the cluster without power failure produces Figure 

34. This plot shows the marked difference the lack of power failures has on the cluster. Instead of 

failing the requirements as in Figure 32 the requirements are easily met. 

This initial result indicates that in clusters with relatively small number of nodes, in order to meet 

the performance levels required uptime is cruciaL Even the sparse power outages we placed in the 

modeL produce results indicating a near failure rate before requirement.s are met. To overcome 

this the cluster will require some manner of backup power supply to ensure the required number of 

events are processed before failure. 

The affects of a pmver failure on a cluster of this size are quite significant, and illustrate the fact 

that external factors need to be taken into account. As we sa\v when we excluded power failure from 

the model. The difference in Figures 32 and 34 shows that a factor that is often taken for granted, 

uninterrupted power supply, can have drastic affects when taken into account. 
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Figure 33: Probabilities of meeting requirements \vith lowered minimum performance levels 

250 Nodes 

We extend the model to represent the proposed second phase of the cluster, which is composed of 

250 nodes. \Ve again model the cluster lIsing two scenarios to take into affect the presence of total 

power failures as well as the lack there of. \Vith the number of nodes we expect performance 

to be markedly better but what effects a total power failure will have 011 this model remains to be 

seen. 

Figure 35 shows the probabilities of meeting the various requirements when power failure is factored 

in. Of the three requirements, only the plot of probabilities for the requirement of processing 10000 

events seems to potentially meet the requirements. Even \vhen starting with only 1 functioning hard 

drive, there is still a close to probability that the cluster will be able to meet the requirements, 

while when it is fully functional this increases to more than 90%. This allows us to set a broad 

confidence intervals on the cluster processing the required 10 000 events, although the odds of the 

cluster being reduced to a single hard drive are extremely small. 

Howew~r ideally we would like cluster to have a 99.0% chance of meeting it's requirements (p set to 

0.001) and in order to do this we need to adjust I to a level where the requirements are met. 

36 shmvs the probability of the requirements with I being lmvered to the same levels we 

used in 33. vVith the increased computat.ional power of this largest cluster it seems that the 

probability of not being able to process 10000 events is just aboye 0.05. vVhen the cluster is fully 

functioning reducing the minimum number of events, as we did for the 20 node cluster, does not 

haye that of a significant as it did with the smaller configuration. However the differences in the 

probabilities for each performance level increases as the number of non-functioning nodes increases. 
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Figure 34: Probabilities of a 20 node cluster, without power failure, fulfilling set performance re
quirements 

If the cluster is forced to operate with a large number of non-functioning nodes, it might be better 

suited to offer a service level based on one of the lowered minimum service levels. However because 

the cluster rarely starts processing with a significant portion of non-functional nodes we can focus 

on the probabilities of most functional states, those states which have 240 - 250 nodes functional. 

Figure 37 shows the probability of each state satisfying the set requirements, a model that 

has no power failure. From the graph it is clear that ollr requirements are easily met. Even with 

only one operational hard drive we meet the requirements and for cases where we have more than 

20 nodes operational the probability is so close to zero that underflow occurs and the probability 

that the requirements will not be met becomes zero. 

Again in this larger configuration the affect of the possibility of total pmver failure is still present. For 

the minimum service level of 10000 events \ve approach our desired goal of 99.9% percent, however 

for the 100000 and 250000 event level we can only give a confidence level of slightly below 50% and 

10% respectively. The larger number of nodes has had little affect on the ideal service level of 250000 

events processed, and this service level is still governed more by the affect of power failure than the 

processing power of the cluster. 

1000 Nodes 

Finally \ve extend the model to represent the final phase of the cluster, that of the proposed super

computing facility incorporating 1000 processing nodes. 

Figure 38 shows the probability distribution of a 1000 node cluster modelled with power failure. 
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Figure 35: Probabilities of a 250 node cluster, with power failure, fulfilling set performance require
ments 

For the minimum service level we are quite close to meeting requirements, and in practicality the 

probability computed for not meeting this performance level, 0.0136, is more than adequate. Figure 

39 shows the probabilities when we lower the minimum service level and we observe that lowering 

the minimum-service level has negligible effect when the cluster is fully functional. 

For the mid-level performance level of 100000 events processed before failure we notice a marked 

drop from a probability failure from 0.5 in the 250 node cluster to just above 0.1 in this configuration 

which is reasonably close in practical terms to our desired confidence level of 0.02. 

Howe\'er eyen in this final configuration of 1000 possible processing nodes, the ideal confidence for 

the 500000 event processing level is still not met by quite a margin, 0.5 versus the desired 0.05. Again 

we can factor this to the significant affect of total power failure which still has considerable affect 

OIl requirements that take a large amount of time to complete, such as is found in this requirement 

level. 

There is no need to show the plot for when power failure is accollnted for as from Figure 37 we can 

see that there is practically a 100% success rate for any cluster comprising more than 20 nodes. This 

will also hold for a 1000 node cluster and the plots will be identical. 

6.5.3 Cost Requirements 

As detailed in Section 6.4.2, we also set requirements on the cost of running the cluster, using CRL 

equation (41) and values in Table 2. vVe again use the same methods in Section 6.5.2, observing 

placing the requirements on three different models representing nodes with 20, 250 and 1000 clusters. 
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Figure 36: Probabilities of meeting requirements in a 250 node cluster with lowered minimum 
performance levels 

Howeyer ,ve will not model the cluster with power failure as this ,vill have no affect on the rate at 

\vhich hard drives are repaired. 

\Ve use the following reasoning to determine the re\vard structure. The cost to a node is 

composed of the hourly rate cost of labour, Til as well as the cost of actual components Tc replaced. 

Because Tc is an impulse reward and so we need to spread it's cost so that \ve can solve it using 

ET\ICC. 

where tr is the mean time before 

. Tc 
TI+ -

tr 
(42) 

Setting n to 50, rc to 900 and th to 12 hours gives us an 

rh of approximately 70. Because the repair rate is constant no matter how many drives are non 

functional the reward rate is constant as well. Our reward structure for this model is then simply 

p(s) 
s 1= hdfailure 

otherwise 
(43) 

While this does not portray the model as accurately as could be done impulse rewards, for 

our purposes it is accurate enough to model the cost associated with failures in the cluster. 

20 Nodes 

For a 20 node cluster our anIlual budget amounts to roughly R20 000. The budget and confidence 

le\'els that ,ve will be \vithin the at the end of the year are giYen previously in Table 2. Using 
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Figure 37: Probabilities of a 250 node cluster, \vithout power failure, fulfilling set performance 
requirements 

these requirements along with CRL requirement (41) produces the three plots in Figure 40 

From Figure 40 we note the following. The probability that v;e will be within our worst case budget, 

I = 30000, is quite high ranging between 0.95 and 0.99. Three states, when \\'e are fully functional or 

there are either one or two non-functioning nodes, meet the full requirement, that is the probability 

of being in those states and being within the limit by the time we reach finished is greater than 

0.95. Given that the probability of having more than two failed hard drives is quite small and that 

even for this requirement the we can state with a good degree of confidence that this requirement is 

met. 

For our second requirement where the budget overrun is 25%, I = 25000 , 10 states meet the full 

requirement. This indicates that we can be extremely confident that this requirement. will be met 

by the cluster. \Ve could have potentially half of the cluster unayailable at the beginning of the year 

and it could be repaired and function normally for the rest of the year while still operating \vithin 

the requirement. 

For the ideal requirement, where the annual budget of R20 000 is not exceeded, 8 states meet the 

total requirement. Again this is indicative that a significant portion of the cluster can fail or be 

replaced \vhile still operating within the annual budget. However unlike the case where I = 30000 

where even if the majority of the nodes become non-functioning the probability of meeting the 

budget still remains greater than 0.95, in this scenario as more nodes become non-functional the 

probability of meeting the requirement drops quite rapidly, with the minimum probability computed 

being around 0.61. 
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38: Probabilities of a 1000 node cluster, with power failure, fulfilling set performance require-
ments 

250 Nodes 

As the requirements in Section 6.5.:3 are met, we scale up the model to represent a 250 model cluster. 

The budget for this cluster also increases as do the budget oyerruns. Table 3 lists the budgets and 

their associated confidence levels. 

Probability 
99.9 
98 
95 

Annual Repair 
375000 
312 500 
250000 

Table 3: Budgetary requirements on a 250 node cluster over the course of one year 

Substituting the data from Table 3 into CRL requirement (41 produces the three plots in Figure 41. 

For the case where I = 375000, over 65% of the states in the model the requirement. Even 

the states that do not meet the requirement fully still come quite close to doing so with the minimum 

probability found in any state 0.975. This is quite a encouraging as it indicates that 

during the year large sections of the cluster can be replaced or repaired while still almost guaranteeing 

that any budget overrun will be no more than 50%. 

The plot for when I = 312500 is even more encouraging with of the states in cluster meeting the 

full requirement. The states that do not meet the requirement only do so by a small amount, with 

the least successful state still a probability of 0.925 of meeting the requirement. Again this 

indicates a high leyel of confidence that we will not spend more than the specified amount annually. 
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Figure 39: Probabilities of meeting requirements in a 1000 node cluster with lowered minimum 
performance levels 

Finally for the ideal case where I = 250000, the number of states that satisfy the requirements 

comprises only about of the total number of states. This still indicates a high confidence level 

with a large number of nodes being non-fullctional 'while still meeting requirements. However unlike 

the previous two cases, the probabilities of states that do not meet the requirements begin to drop 

quite rapidly as the number of non-functioning nodes increases. 

1000 Nodes 

Extending the model further to the final 1000 node phase, \ve produce the values for the annual 

budget and associated confidence levels in Table 4. 

Probability ! 

99.9 
98 
95 

Annual Repair Cost 
1 500000 
1 250000 
1000000 

Table 4: Budgetary requirements on a 1000 node cluster over the course of one year 

Using these values in CRL requirement (41) produces the plots found in Figure 42. 

In this case, the plots for I 15000000 and I 1250000 are extremely close together. For 

I = 1500000, 478 states satisfy the full requirement while for I 1250000 804 states satisfy that 

particular requirement. These both indicate that the requirements will be met on this model. In

deed, for both plots the minimum probability of a state meeting the requirements is 0.96 and 0.958 
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Figure 40: Budgetary requirements on a 20 node cluster over the course of one year 

respectively. 

For the case where I 1000000,659 states fully the requirements. \Ve again notice that after a 

certain number of nodes are non-functioning the probability of the state the requirements 

begins to decrease more rapidly. However unlike the previous two cases \\'hich have a minimum 

probability of meeting the requirements ill the 0.60 - 0.65 range, in this case the minimum probability 

is 0.82, which overall gives the model a favourable confidence that we will be within budget even if 

a large majority of the nodes in the cluster become non-functional. 

6.5.4 Discllssion 

Performance 

It is quite clear from the results obtained that the presence of power outages ha'3 a significant affect 

on the performance on all phases of the cluster. \Vhen power failure is taken into consideration both 

the 20 and 250 node cluster fail all their requirements by a large margin. Only the final 1000 node 

cluster comes relatively close to meeting only it's minimal and mid-level requirement. 

\Vhen power failure is taken out of the equation all models easily meet their requirements. This 

indicates that by far the largest cause of failures are external to the cluster, and as such preventative 

measures, especially in the 20 and 250 node phases, are needed. 

\Vithout some way of providing uninterruptible power to the cluster, the service levels that can be 

guaranteed by the cluster will have to be lowered significantly from their original estimation. 
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Figure 41: Probability of a 250 node cluster performing within budgetary requirements 

Cost 

In terms of cost, using current requirements fall within the annual budget of RlOOO per node. It is 

also clear from that the increase in budget need not be linear to the increase in cluster size. 

The results obtained from the requirements also enable us to determine how much upgrading of 

equipment per year can take place while still staying within our budget. In all phases of the cluster 

we can replace over half our nodes and still state with certainty that we will be in budget. 

6.6 Conclusion 

\Ve have found the tools and formalisms used to be adequate in allowing us to model the system 

and \'erify the requirements. The limitations on CRL, ~lR::'I and ET~ICC did not provide difficulty. 

The abstractions provided by state labellings allowed non-specialists to be able to reason successfully 

about the model and apply constraints to it. 

The usage of PRS was also found to be adequate as they allowed for quick and easy generation of a 

number of models varying in size. 

The ET~ICC tool provided enough data to enable us to effectively gauge the projected performance 

and cost of running the cluster, enabling us to reason about whether performance and budgetary 

goals can be met. By varying the model structure we were able to determine which factors contribute 

the Inost to the degradation in performance of the model. 
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Figure 42: Probability of a 1000 node cluster performing within budgetary requirements 

The limitations discussed in Chapter 5 only marginally affected the implementation of this case 

study, with the few zero reward states generated being easily removed. For other models of systems 

of this type where there is sustained periods of uptime and reward accumulation these limitations 

do not seem to be that much of a hindrance. In system models where there is a sustained period 

of residence in zero reward states and where there might be problems removing these zero reward 

states, these limitations will have more impact and will need to be addressed using the algorithms 

described. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Summary 

In this thesis we have investigated the role of 11arkov reward models and model checking in the 

context of service level management. 

\eVe investigated the various specification techniques available. Due to the close coupling between 

CSL and CRL, due to the Duality theorem, the advantages gained and formalisms available through 

modelling with vanilla CTMCs can be easily transferred to IIIR':\Is. \eVe also implemented a pro

duction rule system using a high level language interpreter as a proof of concept and showed the 

advantages in implementation time and code size and complexity in doing so. 

The limitations still present in CRM and lIIRtvI were also discussed. \eVe placed emphasis on the 

removal of zero reward state from MRJ\1 and proposed two solutions to overcome this. \eVe also found 

that the ability to model check with multiple reward structures under certain conditions seems to 

be allowable. 

In our case study, performed in Chapter 6, \ve implemented a cost and performance model of a 

distributed computing cluster. Our intention here was to successfully use the tools we developed 

eluring the course of this thesis, namely the extensions to ETi\ICC and our production rule :MRlIl 

generator. to successfully implement a service level model ofthe system. \Ye also ascertained that the 

CRL logic was expressive and powerful enough to describe the requirements placed on the system. 

81 
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7.2 Future Work 

7.2.1 Model Checking of both Time and Reward 

Section 5.4.3 dealt with the current limitations preventing the verification of both reward and time 

constraints simultaneously on a MRM. In that section we detailed the various algorithms that have 

been investigated so far with varying degrees of success. 

Algorithms based on the solution of fluid-stochastic Petri Nets[HK:.JT98] have been proposed as a 

possible verification procedure for CSRL requirements and work on this continues, mainly at the 

F~IT group at the Department of Informatics, University of Twente. 

If suitable techniques are found, it would significantly extend the framework for verifying performa

bility properties. 

7.2.2 CSL as an End-to-End Service Level Agreement Specification 

Language 

Currently the usage of performability logics has been limited to the time before implementation with 

their usage being limited to verifying models of the systems. CSL and CRL provide a convenient, 

formal specification which has the potential to be used as a language to specify SLAs. However in 

order to be able to do this these requirements need to be applied not only to models of the system 

before implementation but to the performance of the system once it is in production. 

In Section 3.2 we discussed the ProVer tool, a CSL model checker which uses acceptance sampling 

and simulation. If instead of using simulation to drive the acceptance sampling tests we used events 

and data generated from measurements gained from the system we would be able to verify this 

data via CSL using the algorithms devised by Younes and Simmons[YS02]. This would enable CSL 

to be implemented as a specification for service level agreements through all phases of the service 

management process from initial design to service level monitoring once the system is in production. 

If we refer back to Figure 2 in Chapter 1, this will allow CSL to be applied not only in the off-line 

planning phase but later in the SLA monitoring and management phase. 

The first apparent challenge is to determine the number of samples that are needed to verify the 

probability within specified error bounds. The number of samples measured from the system might 

not be sufficient to place the confidence levels within the set requirements. Younes, Simmons and 

),Iusliner have tackled this problem, albeit this result is derived from a wholly separate problem 

domain of AI planing, and have developed an algorithm allowing anytime verification[YMS03] which 

allows a confidence level to be determined at anytime during the verification process. While this 
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does not guarantee the confidence level is within the required bounds it does give us an indication 

of how confident we can be of the result. 

The above algorithm is also applicable at the moment to formula of the form P?:.p(p) where p is a 

simple sub formula containing no further P-operators. \Vhile having nested formula is not common 

in CSL, this limitation will have to be addressed further. 

7.2.3 l\1odern Specification and lVlodelling Formalisms 

In the past five years there has been a marked rise in the popularity of the Unified Modelling 

Language (U.\lL)[BRJ99]. 'While primarily foclising on the specification and correctness aspects of 

modelling a system, with the emergence of Real-Time U\lL[Gro02] performance and dependability 

analysis is now possible at least in the time domain using CSL. 

Over the past two years with there has been significant work extending urdL to handle probabilistic[JHA02] 

properties as well as mapping UML to formal performance[LQV01] and correctness[BDM02] lan

guages and tools and formalising it's structure[MCOl]. A remaining problem that will need to be 

addressed is a suitable extension to UML to enable the modeling of rewards in order for performa-

bility analysis to be carried out. 

This opens up an interesting avenue of interest where the formal high level specification of Ul'vlL 

can be combined with the requirements specification of CRL allowing for U:\'IL models, or at least 

CT~IC extracted from UNIL specifications, to be model checked using the tools and techniques 

outlined in this thesis. \Vith the main emphasis on Ul\IL being a soft\vare engineering tool, the 

work being done here could be used in the application of performability analysis techniques to the 

software engineering domain. 
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Appendix A 

mrmGen Specification Files 

A.I Processing 

State Space 

dimension: 

[[(1. .1000)], [0]] 

: dimension 

Labels allowd in model 

labeldeclaration: 

failure ,processing,hdfailure ,netfailure 

:labeldeclaration 

Processing/Failure label 

label: 

if reward == 0 

"failure" 

else 

"processing" 

end 

: label 

Hard Drive Failure label 

label: 

if reward < (1000*0.25) 
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"hdfailure" 

end 

: label 

It takes approximately a single node 4 hours 

to process an event hence this reward 

reward: 

return coord[0]*0.25 

: reward 

Hard Drive failure rate 

transition: 

if from[O] == to[O] + 1 

from [0] * 0.000022831 

else 

nil 

end 

: transition 

Hard Drive repair rate 

transition: 

if from (OJ + 1 

0.083333333 

else 

nil 

end 

:transition 

to[O] and from[O] > 0 

Total Power failure rate 

transition: 

if from[O] > 0 and to[O] 0 

0.000342466 

else 

nil 

end 

:transition 
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Total Power repair rate 

transition: 

if from[O] == 0 and to[O] 250 

0.041666667 

else 

nil 

end 

: transition 

A.2 Cost 

dimension: 

[[(1. .1000)], [0]] 

: dimension 

labeldeclaration: 

finished,processing,hdfailure 

:labeldeclaration 

label: 

if coord [0] 0 

"finished" 

else 

"processing" 

end 

:label 

label: 

if reward> 0 and coord[O] != 0 

"hdfailure" 

end 

: label 

reward: 

if coord [0] 

0.01 

else 

1000 or coord[O] o 
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70 

end 

: reward 

HD Failure 

transit ion: 

if from[O] == to[O] + 1 

from [0] * 0.000022831 

else 

nil 

end 

:transition 

HD Repair 

transition: 

if from [0] + 1 

0.083333333 

else 

nil 

end 

: transition 

to[O] and from[O] > 0 

Finished Processing After A Year 

transition: 

if from[O] != 0 and to[O] 0 

0.000114155 

else 

nil 

end 

:transition 
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